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House
passes
health
care bill

University
enrollment
increases
slightly
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
State
Murray'
Although
University's fall enrollment
numbers aren't as high as officials would like, they say the
university is holding its own in
a tough economy
Catherine Sivills, assistant
vice president for institutional
advancement and communication, said that 10,061 students
were currently enrolled at MSU.
She said this was an increase of
39, or about 0.39 percent over
last fall. She said Nov. I was the
official day that Kentucky's
public universities were supposed to report their final
enrollment numbers for the
semester to the Council on
Postsecondary Education, but
that the date was extended to
Nov 13 because MSU's registrar could not be in town the
week before. Sivills said,
though, that it was unlikely that
the current number would
ehange much by Friday.
Sivills said there are still
about 25 students that the registrar is try, ing to track down to
see if they will be able to pay
their bills. Depending on the
outcome, those atudents could
be added to the total or purged
from the system, shc said.
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Murray, KY 42071

Dems see measure
as a victory for
President Obama
By DAVID ESPO
AP Special Correspondent
ASH1NGTON (AP) — In a victory for President Barack
°barna, the Democratic-controlled House of Representatives narrowly
passed landmark health care legislation to
expand coverage to tens of millions who
lack it and place tough new restrictions on
the insurance industry. Republican opposition was nearly unanimous.
The 220-215 vote late Saturday night
cleared the way for the Senate to begin
debate on the issue that has come to overshadow all others in Congress. But it will
be tougher to get Senate approval because
Democrats will need 60 out of 100 votes to

W

IVICCH Tour
City, county and state officials ware treated
Saturday to a tour of the new MurrayCalloway County Hospital expansion proiect
by MCCH CEO Keith Bailey (above center
and below right). At right, Dr. John Bright, lett,
chief medical officer, and Uea Flay. vice president of nursing, examine a piece of lighting
equipment that will be used in one of the
large operating rooms. A grand opening and
dedication has been tentatively set for 2 p.m.
on Sunday. Jan. 24, 2010. Community tours
will also be held that weekend.
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Sheriff's Department
allocated $100,000
for safety, equipment
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Den Forecast
Sly ree ilimeolaied Preps
Monday.. Party cloudy Higns
in the lower 70s East winds 5
mph,
night . Mostly
Monday
cloudy. Lows around 50_
Northeast winds 5 mph.
Tuesday_ . Panty sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
Highs in the upper 60s.
Northeast winds 10 to 15 mph
night...Mostly
Tuesday
cloudy in the evening then
becoming partty cloudy. Patchy
drizzle in the evening. Lows in
the mid 40s. North winds 10 to
15 rnph
Wednesday Sunny. Highs in
the lower 60s Northeast winds
10 to 15 mph

By 'TOM DERRY
Staff Writer
Shenff's
The Calloway County
Department has been allocated S100,000
to upgrade personal safety and communications equipment.
Sheriff Bill Marcum said this morning he
would put the dollars, part of the
Congress' 2010 Commerce. Justice, and
Science Appropriations Bill, to good use.
"It's going for cameras and some inves-
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Veterans Day parade set for Wednesday
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honor guard from the 438th
Military Police Company.. of
Murray. Confederate re-enactors, Murray State University's
Reserve Officers Training Corp,
Murray. Police Departmeat
Honor Civard and both Murray
Independent and Calloway
County High School bands possibly the Murray State
University Band.
Several floats will be included
sponsored by use VFW Ladies
Chnstian
First
Auxiliary.
Church and VFW' Post 6291.
"There may be a helicopter
GREG TRAVIS Ledger Times fiie photo
participatveterans
local
many
the
Pictured. at left, is one of
MI See Page 2
ing in a previous Veteran's Parade.

Dy TOM MIRY
Staff Writer
urray's annual Veterans
Day parade will march
Street
Main
down
Wednesday afterraxin with all
patnotic flair and everyone is
invited to come out, wave a flag
and honot those that fought for
Arnenca's freedom.
Dave Foley, a spokesman for
Veterans of Foreign WarS Post
6291, said this morning the celebration will kick off at 2 p.m.

M

on the Calloway County
Courthouse Square with the
'Ringing of the Bell' ceremony'
as names of the county's veterans that passed away. this year
axe read.
The event will continue until
about 3 p.m.
The parade will begin at
Memorial Baptist Church at
3:45 p.m. and will march cast to
County
Calloway
the
Courthouse Square.
The parade will feature an
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II House passes health care

Kentucky

News in Brief

From Front

12-year-old dies after ATV creek
pApti( •Alf.
AP) A western Kentucky child has died tot
lowing an tillocrrain vehicle craah
Clara Greenwell Reicitand Mcl'racken County died at
bAndertilt t Mivertity Medical Center in Nashville, Tenn . Sunday
night
The Paducah Sun reponed the I 2-year-old girl was injured
Saturday night when ttw ATV she was nding hit fence
Hospttal aptikeswomen Barb Cramer told the newspaper Ctard
died About 7:43 p.m. Sunday following surgery
McCracken County Sheriff Jon Hayden mod his office has lilies
tigated 11 growing number of ATV crashes. Hayden said thc child's
family donated her organ%

Corps to Install floodgates in Hickman
HICKMAN, hy AP> - The U S Anny Corps ot Engineers ha%
announced plans to install permiuwnt flood gate% At two gap. in the
tloodwall Hickman
For years, city workers in this town on the Kentucky-Tennessee
border have had to manually place timbers 61:1"044 1111C IWO gaps to
keep thc Missisaippi RIver at hay daring floods
City Manager Larry Myatt says putting the harriers in place
whenever there Is an announcement of a 50 foot or dhove river
crest on the Cairo, III . gage I. time-consurning and wometimes
dastgerous.
Att told KYTN rads() that work on the gate% could begin its
seri as July
"-

Service tacWing remains of ice storm
)LDEN RiND, Ky.(AP)• The U.S. fairest Service plan tor
*ling with the ravages of hug winter's ice %tom; at latnd
Between the Lake% include% debris removal and letting nature takc
its course.
Ice damage assessment team leader 'Trent Girard tells 'The
Paducah Sun the chtferent pans of the recreation area are being
asiessed before action is uiken to clean up the forest
Girard said surveyors have found moderate or greater damage in
most section% of the recreation area, which covers parts of western
Kentucky and Tennessee Of thc damaged areas. dhow 22,(X10
acres in the northernmost part of the area in Kentucky were select.
ed tor possible recovery projects because of high recrealumal and
visitor use.
Pat Fowler. LBI. environmental stewardship manager, said
strategies for restoration will call for detailed environmental
assessments specific to each site. That could take mory than a
year, Fowler said.
"Then we'll have to have publtc %coping for each, after which we
will refine the plan% based on public comments," Fowler said.
Machines may he brought in to renuive downed limbs, tree tops
and fallen trees in some arras, with some debris eventually supplying proposed biomass fuel plants for which grants have been
announced in Lyon and Trigg counties, Girard said.

Court administrators get b4g raises
FRANKFORT Ky. AP) A doten state court administrators
received hefty rinses and a published report says it happened
months before 47 other workers were laid oft ,
The Lexingum Herald.Leader cites salary records in reporting
the adminiatratora got increases that hoosted %time salartes by 20
percent or more.
The Adnunistrative ()like of thc Courts say% the Administrator%
‘blip got ratses took on more responsibilities 44 the court system
trimmed staff to save money.

end debate .ind tiring legislation
io a final sole. and several 100d DC1110“(4114.: senator% still
have resersatiiims
House Speaker Nancy Pettis'
likened the legislation it) the
passage ot the government's
Social Security pension program
I9.i5 and Medicare health
insurance for thc elderly 10
years later
"li provides coverage for 91)
percent of Americans It offers
everyone, regardless of health ta
income, the peace ot mind that
come. from knowing they will
have ill'CC44 to affordable health
care when they need it," said
Rep John Dingell, an N3-yearold Democratic lawmaker who
has introduced national health
insurance in every Congress
411WC succeeding his father in
1955.

Rev.

In the run up to 4 final vote, such ies denying coverage on the
conservatives groin the two basis of pre existing medical
political parties joined forces to conditions would he harmed,
unpose tough new restnctions and insuiers would no longer he
able to charge higher premium'
on abortion coverage in insur
on the basis of gender or medAlice pOlICICII to he sold to many
individuals and small groups. ical history In lumber slap. the
They prevailed on a roll call of industry would lose its exemption Iron) lederal antitrust
240-194
Ironically, thin only solidified restrictions on price gouging,
support tor the legislation, clear- hid rigging and market Alms
ing the way tor conservative 111111
beintsirats to vote tor it
A cheer went up from thc
'The legislation would require Democratic ride of the House
most Americans to carry insur- when the hill seined 21a VO1C4, 4
Moments
later,
ance and phonic federal subsi- majority
dies to tholie who otherwise Democrats counted down the
could not afford it. Large com- final seconds of thc voting pen
panies would have to offer cov• kid in unison, And and let loose
crap to their employees Both 40 even louder roar when Pelosi
consumers and companies grabbed the gavel and declared,
would tw %lapped with penalties "the bill is pasited
From the Senate, Majority
they defied the govenunent's
Leader Marry Reid issued A
mandates
Insurance industry practices statement saying, "We realize

Sivills said thc total is lower
than MSU would like, but that
officials also feel thsa the univenisty is holding its own in an
economic climate in which traditional, four-year colleges are
not making huge gains, She said
number% at community college%
have grown partly heesuse
many people are choosing to
work instead of maintaining
full-time class schedules. She
said that because of similar
trends at Kentucky's other public universities, officials are
relieved to have not lost any students. She %Aid one of MSU'a
biggest challenges right now is
to continue to be aggressive
with recniitment.
"It would have been nice to
have gained more students, but
this is not a failure," she said,
"This has to be a call to action,"
Sivills %aid shc didn't expect
the CPE to abandtm its plan to
douhle the number ot hachelor
degree holders in the state hy
2020 (compared to 2067 numbers). and neither would MStI
abandon its goal to raise its
12,(XX) by 2012,
enrolfinent

She SSW A big pan of mainusinins growth would he to continue
to offer more services to MUtient% and recruiting htsh-qualt•
ty faculty and staff, which she
said is a trig challenge in light of
what they expect will he more
state budget CUi4 in the years to
come
Compared to current enroll.
mem figures, 12,(KJO students

been helpful in keeping up
growth with that demographic
hecauw 01 re4,crti change. that
were made to make it easier to
transfer credits from community
colleges,

Not OK with your CD?

KYSEH LOUGH/Lodger & Times
TNA UVEI The Regional Special Events Center hosted a
TNA Live! prolesstIonal wrestling event Friday night, the tirst
to ever come to Murray Around 100 attencisd the event,
which was the last of a busy eight-day schedule tor the RSEC
Pictured above, Samoa Joe flips AJ Styles over his back during the main event at TNA Live! Styles defended his world
champion beit and again emerged victorious

liarold Pond
From Front
Atterward all veterans and
ny-OVer; hOWVICI this is not
those involved in the parade are
certain." Foley said
Following the parade, several invited to 4 LhIll meal provided
dignitaries will speak in trihute by First Christian Church at the
to all vetcrims
church's fellowship hall
During the speaking, holey,
"Please remember thin over
who will act 44 nuoiter of cere400 velem:ill have passed away
monies, will read the poems,
'They Did Their Share," and in the last tout years," Foley
Patriotic said. "Shake the hand of every
"Remembering "
songs will he presented by veteran and tell them 'thank
Vicky C'enter tollowing an invo- you,'"
cation by Rev. David Roos,
The event is hosted by VFW
Confederate re-enactors svill
provide a 21 gun 'salute to all Post 6291, ihr Ladies Auxiliary
veterans. Taps will be played by and First Christian Churc.h,

Call today to fond out more about a competitive alternative
to other retirement vehicles - a Single Premium Deferred
Annuity with a f irst Year Interest Bonus from Woodmen of
thr- Wrirld
• Competitive interest rates
• Earninp compound tea-deferred

November initiai
guaranteed
interest rate is

Secondai y guaranteed interest
rate through surrender charge
period is 2.00%

5.40%

Minimum guaranteed interest
rate is 1.50%

II Sheriff's Department ...

fil st certificate
• The initial inteeest rate of 5 4(YA, g,midriteed to,
first -year-onty interest bon,o, of 4(M. This
year and includes
votial rate is payable on certificates with anntaty values of S 10,000$24 999 After the first car ufirate year, a se( ondary rate of 20096
and a
r. guaranteed until the end of the surrendei charge pe,
MOW/1CM Interr131 late es( i 13096 is guar artier(' tf ler eafte, Rertewat
interest ,ates are bet rr%ontttly by Woodmen of the World and
never bt• lower than those guaranteed. Call lo, ur rent ates on
certificates with higher or lower annuity values P,r)duct nut>,not be
available in All states,

tem kept 0.,ei

NanCy Buchanan, FICF
4.'11 Rein e*,0"1441/Ve

rve

270-293 0983

270 767 0077

Sheila Crouse,FIG;
„id Reidev.ntritive

Bar r y t4ewsume,

270-753-4741

27U-753-3422

will pros ide highiech rouip
mem to help them provide safe
tigative equipment lor the ty and respomie 4C11/11X% 10 corn
mobile data equipment we're mutinies ac.ross the Bluegrass
using.„upgrading our comput- state"
ers," Marcum said. "It also goes
The measure approved by the
fin some basic stuff We're Senate Iasi week is svhich now
coats
going to huy mime rain
goes to a House/Senate confer
We're going to try to spread that
CII4X COC1111110CC 10 reconcile dil
OW 44 much us we can."
(cremes between the chambers'
McConnell
Sen.
Mitch
two versions (il the hill.
announced Thursday that he
Calloway
County
'The
secured $2./15 million in fundSheriff
's
deputies
arc
in
need of
ing through the legislation
aimed ai protecting first respon- upgraded equipment to safely
ders And equipping local law and efficiently carry out their
enforcement statewuk, includ. duites Spec ilicall y, depot ICS
ing allocutions to Calloway are in need of investigative
equipment, dispatch technology,
County.
"I ain proud it) hr Able to and personal patrol safety gear,
support tor which will help keep them sale
recure
Kentucky lind responcleis," while on the job," McConnell
McConnell said. "This funding added
From Front
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would he an increase of about
19.27 percent,
Sivillo said that one Atell ol
growth for MSt1 is older Adults
completing their degrees. She
%aid this meant the university
would need io rump up its
extended campuses and online
course offerings. She said
MSU'i Transfer Center has

key
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•Veteran's Parade ...

Rachel Brown,FIC

the strong will for reform thai
C4140, and we arc energired that
we stand closer than ever tt
reforming our broken health
insurance system.•
lithe Senate does pass
would have to be reconciled
with the House version hy d
panel ol lawmakers from both
chamber. before the legislation
is put up for final approval
'The Houtoe hill drew the vote)
ot 219 f)erriocrats and kep
Joaeph Cao, a first-tertn
Republican who holds an over
wbelmingly Democratic. seat in
NCII4 Orleans Opposed were
176 Republic ins end 3‘,
Ifernocrat
Nearly unanimous in then
minority
opposition,
Republicans cataloged then
objections across hours ol
debate on the 1,9911-page, SI.2
trillion legishitum

III Enrollment ...
From Front
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Nunn's digital
files probed
in ex-francee's
death
LEXINGTON, Ky, tAl')
Lexington police are searching
the digital tiles 01 former state
Rep, Steve Nunn as part of
their investigation into thr slaying of his former fiancee.
Police arc checking to see if
Nunn kept a naked photo ol
Amanda Ross on his cell phone
10 witnesses have alleged. the
lierald-Leader
Lexington
reported, citing court documents. A judge had barred
Nunn in July from having any
nude photos of Ross d4 part of a
domestic violence order against
him.
Police have charged Nunn in
the shooting death of Rolm, 29.
outside her Lexinguin townhouse on Sept. I I. Thc case is
pending beim a grand jury in
Fayette County
Shortly Atter her death,
police collecting evidence in
Barren County found fliers
depicting Ross naked along
with "insulting verbiage," thc
newspaper reported, citing An
affidavit on a search warrant.
Investigators amid in another
affidavit that those fliers, tound
in Harm County, where Nunn
had a home, "appeared to he
desIgned tor distribution," the
newspaper reported, 'The dot u
mem didn't give the address of
the house where the photo.,
were tound
Thot•c slotionents in the
criminal
against Nunn
offer IICW insight into the scope
of the Investigation. For CX4111plc, the documents describe
how police have sought C-011411
and phone recorch+ not only to
learn more about Nunn and
Ross's troubled relationship hut
also to see if cell phone towel
than could track Nunn's where
about% tth the day of Ros.'s
%laying.
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House health bill faces tough fight in Senate

Doyle

Rev. Clarence
WASHINOTON
APi
Rev ( laterite Doyle. 78. lienilin. died
Seturday. Nov. 7. 2009, at Don't look for the Semite u)
12 13 p m. at his home
quickly folio% the House on
i
A eombat soldier in the Korean War. he served
for health care overhaul
42 years for The Lord end %toted three churches and
A government health Inuit
lounded the Hoosie7 Hills Baptist(amp in Vertailles, AMC plan included in the House
Ind One um, Janathan Lee Doyle. Exceeded hint in hill is unacceptable to 4 less
death. Born May 25, 1931, he was the son 4)1 the late Dernotretic moderate% who hold
Gen and Della Doyle.
the balance ot power in the
Survivors include his wife, Vireinta Ragan Doyle. three daugh- Senate They're
locked in batters, len [Mud arid husband, Jerry. Brooklyn, Mitt
. Peggy Crallit tle %sun liberals. with the fete of
and husband, Darrell. Murray. end Patty Albert
end husband. Kevin. President Baratk (*lama's sigEllettsville, Ind., one ?sister. Men Mt:Inure, Lebanon, Ind.. nine nature ',ewe at stake
grentkhildren. Amamnd and Jennifer Daniel. Heather liowdrihell,
II a government plan is part
Christina Wrat, Jonathan and David Craig and Hannah, Heidi and of the deal.
"as a matter of 1:011
Ryan Alben
14.1ente. I will not allow this bill
The funeral will ise Priday at 10130 WM. di Litewity Hoppa to Lome to
final vote," said
Church, Ellettsville, Ind. Burial will follow in the Mt. Tabor Sen
Lieberman. the
Joe
Cemetery, Fayette, Ind. Viattation will be today (Monday ) trim) 4-K Connecticut independent whose
p.m et the Heritase Funeral Home of Murray Visitation will
he vote Dernotrat% need to overThursday at the church.
come GOP filibusters.
Hentage Family Funeral Horne of Murray was in charge of local
'The House bill is dead on
arrangemente Online eondolences mey be nut& at arrival in the Senate." Sen
www.imesmillercom.
Lindsey Graham. R-S C., said
Expreicteons of aympathy may be 111441C to Hoosier Hill fieptist
Democrats clid not lone up to
Camp, 2499 S County Road 675 E., Dillsboro.
IN 4701M or to challenge him. Senate Majonty
Virginia Doyle, 436 Fawnwood Rd.. New Concord, KY 42076.
Leader nervy Reid. D-Nev , has
yet to schedule floor debate and
hinted lee. week that senators
Lemey (Eddie) Saylors, 61, Jeaper, Ind., died Friday, Nov. 6, may not he able to finish health
2009. Ife was an employee (il AAA C'ooper Transportation, cure this yegr.
C'hattanooga. Tenn.
Nonetheless, the House vote
Horn Oct. 17, 1948, in Jasper, tie Wit4 the son of the late Lemey provided en Important lesmon in
und Irene Saylor% One brother, Arthur Saylor', also preceded him in how to succeed with less-thandeath.
perfect pany unity, and one that
Survivors include his wife, Joyce Saylor'', children. Michelle Senate Democrats may he able
Moss, Meahaun Tucker anti Jason Saylor'', and IiiX grandchildren. all to adapt
of limper; two brother'', C'arlee Saylor*, Murray, Ky.. and Harlon
House Democret% overeame
Seylors. Nashville, Tenn.: one sister, Susie Billinesley, 'wiper.
their own divisions and broke an
'The funend will be Tuesday at 2 p.m, in the chapel of Tate impesse that threatened the bill
l'uneral Horne, Jasper Terry and Ronnie Case will offieiate. Burns' alter liberal% grudgingly aeceptwill follow in the Sequatchie Valley Memorial Gotten. Visitation cd tougher restrictions on Auxwill bc from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Mondity) at the funeral home
non funding,
abortum opponents demanded.
the Senate, the stumbling
block is the idea (il the govern-

IMh

Lamy lEddis) Saviors

ment competing with private
imurers.
[Abend. rimy have to swallow hard iind actept a deal without a public. plan to keep the legislation alive As in the House,
ale COMpft41111C appears to Ix to
itrumnght
he
of the political specRepublican Seri Olympia
Snow ot Metric, who voted lor
it version of the Senate hill in
ton-unifier. has given the
Democrats a possible wily out
She's proposing to Allow
government plan. if atter few
years premiums keep escalating
end local health insurance mar
kets retruain in thc grip ol 4 few
Mg companies. 'This is the "trigger" option.
That approach appeals to
moderates such tl•
Landneu. D- La "It the pn yaw
nutrket tails to relorm. there
would be a fallback position,"
Landrieu said last week. "It
ahould be triggered by choice
and affordability, not by political whim "
Lieberman said he opposes
the public plan hecause it could
become a huge and coatly entitlement program
For now, Reid is trying to
find the votes for a different
approite.h: a government plan
that stetes could opt out of
He will keep meeting with
senators this week to see if he
can work OW political formula
that will give hint not only the
60 votes needed to begin debate,
but the 60 needed to shut off discussion and hnng the bill to a
final vote

Internet virus places
child porn on computers Clinton praises Germany
during Berlin Wall tour
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Alurriaa Ledger & Time*

Of all the sinister things that
a &tense rightfully viewed
Internet yaws do, this might be with iikepticiien by law enforcethe worat They can nutke you ment.
an unsuripecting collector of
"It's an example (il the old
child portiogrephy.
'dog ate my homework'
Heinou% picture% and video% excuse," say% Phil Malone,
coin he deposited on computer% director of the Cyberliaw
by viruses
the malicious pro- at Harverd's Berkman Center
gram% better known for 'swiping for Internet & Soeirty. "The
your credit card number'', In this problem is, sometime% the dog
twist, it'% your reputation that's does eat your homework."
stolen.
The
AP's inveatigation
Pedophilea can exploit virus- included interviewing people
infected PC's to remotely *tore who had been found with child
and view their staah without few porn on their coniputers.'The AP
they'll get taught. Prankster% or reviewed court record% and
someone trying to frame you cell %poke to prosecutors, police end
tap viruses to make it appear that computer examiners,
you surf illegal Web %licit
4:4.42 inv.:dyed Mit had
Whatever the mon vution, Fiola, a former Investigator with
you get child porn on your com- the Massachu%etts agency that
puter - and might not recilite
overwer workers' compensauntil police knock at your door.
tion.
An Ailsociated Press investiIn 2007, I•iola'a bowies
gation found Luse% in which beeatne auspicious after the
innocent people have been Internet bill for his %tate-issued
btanded as pedophiles after their laptop showed that he used 4 1/2
co-worker% or loved ones stum- tunes more data than his colbled upon child porn placed on a league%. A technician found
P(' through a vtrus. It can cost child pom in the PC' folder that
victim% hundred% of thoumands %tore% images view cd OfIline.
of dollars to prove their innoHOW Waft fired and tharged
CenCe.
with possession of ehild pornogTheir situation% are compli- raphy, which carries up to five
cated by the fact that actual years in prison.
pedophile' often blame virtmes

BERLIN OAP)
U S.
Secretary ot Stair Hillary
Rodham Clinton congratulated
Germans on the 20-year
anniversary ot the fall ol the
Berlin Wall ai
!Meting
Monday with Angela Merkel,
Gemutny's first chancellor from
the former communist East
"I am delighted to be here in
Berlin, the city that meant so
inueh, not only to the Gentian
people, hut to the Lumped!) and
the American people and the
world," Clinton said at the
'haricellory.
"I congratulate the elute:elite. not only on the very well
deserved OcCi01011 herr, but on
the work that she and her government arc doing here. It is an
honor to hr representine thr
Ilnited States."
At the U.S. Embassy next to
the Brandenburg Gate, Clinton
told embessy staffers. "It such
a great personal privilege to be
joined with the German people
and people throughout Europe
and the world to celebrate
occasion."
"Now. wc have to turn our
attention to the challenge% of the
21st century." she said. "A well.
a physical wall. may have come
down hut there ere other walls
that exist that we have to overcome and wc will he working
together to uccomplish that"
later,
Clinton
walked
through thy historic. gate to
inspect one of a thousand pant
Styrofoam dominos that have
been set up along the route ot
the wall to he toppled in 4 giant
chitin later Monday. symbolii.ins thr collapse (il the East-Wrst
division

Obama to sign job order
benefiting U.S. veterans
WASHINGTON IAP)
President Haack ()barna plans
to :nuke the federal government
model
the
employer (it
America.% veterans
(Hume is to sign an executive order today to eatiablish a
Council
on
Veteren%
Employinent and id Veteran%
Employment Program ()Otte

within most federal ugencica.
Later, the preaident will tackle Mideast issues in an Oval
Office meeting with Israeli
Prime
Minister
Hernarnm
Netanyahu.
Netanyahu is in Washington
lit eddress the 2009 General
Asaembly irt The Jewish
Federations 4)1 Nonh Amenea,
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THREE DAYS ONLY!
November 9th, 10th & 11th
Hampton Inn • 8-6 p.m.
1415 Lewes Drive • Murray, KY

INSTANT CASH FOR:
GOLD
Jewelry

SAYER
Flatware
School Rings
Bowls
Wedding Bands
All Items
Dental
Marked
Coins, Foreign & US Sterling
Bullion
.925
Bars & Coins
.900
Wire & Scrap
.800
Coins US &
Foreign
Silver Dollars
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Jewelry
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Scrap Wire
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U.S. officials Mad discretely
placed
sign declitring the
embassy's spomorship of the
project in front of the dommo's
other side, which featured the
ample, naked back %ide of a
female "Angel et Hope"
Twenty year% after the eollapse of the wall that divided
East and West Berlin. Clinum
said Sunday at an earlier even:,
thc hard work that went into
ending the Cold Wat, mosi he
thanneled to meet fresh 4.hallenges, including the tight
against extremism

Towerd the end ot the ueek
ante, either through an employ
the Congressional Budget( Mite Cr, goverrinient plan kW by
may report hack with a costs- chasing it on their own
arid-coverage estimate t41 Reid's
To keep down cores, the gov
whith he a%seinbled trom crnment subaidies and consumer
legislation missed by the protections don't take elleZe
Finante Committee end the until 21)13.
Health, Education, Labor and
During the three-yeer trans',
Pensions('mummer
tion. both bill% would provide S5
The 1-inante Committee ver- billion in feder.il dollars to help'
sion dors riot intlude gOVCIrTI• get t:overnge tor people with
mem plan
meth,.41 problems WhO dfr
Reid ha% pledeed to (theme turned down hy priviate inurrersa'
that he will get the hill done by
Both House and Senete
the end 01 the year and rerniuns would expand significantly the+,
tommitted to doing that. accord- federal-state Medicaid health
ing to a Senate leadership aide
program for low-income people..
Both the House end Senate
The majority ol people wig*
bills graduelly would extend employer-provided heelth insurcoverage
14)
nearly
all ance would not see ehanges.
Amenearis hy providing governThe main beneficiaries would
ment subsidies to help pay pre- be some 30 million people whu,
miums The measures would bar have no coverage et work (sr
insurers' practices such 4% have to buy it(m their own. Tiw
charging more t() those in poor legislation would create d fedeiN,
heelth or denying them coverage ally -regulated
marketplece
altogether
where they could shop for 4:peAll Ainericans would be erage.
required to carry h.• il'h twee-
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Also buying wheat pennies, postcards, old toys, old photos, old clocks and watches, broken or not, 10 cent comic
books, binoculars, fountain pens and mechanical banks.
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You may have thousands of dollars in unwanted
items just lying around , so now's the time to sell!!!
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Let's get out and
support our troops
By Tom Purcell
Cagle News Service
Ah, Veterans Day is tqxin
us. What better time to show
our support for our men and
women in uniform?
But have we really been
supporting them?
Sure, we thank them when
we see them at the airport
We attend parades arid Veterans Day events to show our
apprectati011.
And with good reason.
According to the Department of Veterans Affairs, nearly 42 million American men
and women have served during wartime.
Nearly 1.2 million died while
serving. Nearly 1.5 million were
wounded.
Since 9/1 1, more than 5,200
have died in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Nearly 36,000
have been wounded -- many
have debilitating injuries that
have changed their lives forever.
We may. debate the rightness or wrongness of various
engagements, but we know that
freedom comes at a steep price
-- and we honor those who
have secured it for us.
But are we really supporting the (loops?
During the peak of World
War II, American defense
spending was 42 percent of
our gross domestic product.
Everyone those who served
as well as those who stayed
home -- needed to unite and
sacrifice.
Today, defense spending is
around 3 percent of GDP. The
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan
have re.quired little or no sacrifice from tnost.
We haven't paid higher taxes
to fund the wars -- our government continues to bon-osv
the money for that.
We haven't needed to buy
war bonds or wort long hours
at a factory to produce tanks
and planes.
We haven't given up vacations, new cars, gasoline, meat,
sugar and the hundreds of other
items that were rationed during World War 11.
Most haven't done so for a
simple reason: Our suppon of
the troops has not been a matter of need, but a matter of
choice. Aside front our goodwill and appreciation, the fact

is this. Many have chosen to
riot support the troops much
at all.
As you read this. thousands
of soldiers are serving in hostile conditions. Some will be
badly wounded -- some won't
make it home.
They don't want our pity.
to be sure. They are trained
warriors. They volunteered to
serve.
But they could use a little
support -- and we don't have
to sacrifice much to provide
it.
"There are many small things
pe,ople can do that can make
a world of difference," says
Jerry Newberry, director of
communications for the Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW).
Such as assisting the family of a service member who
has been deployed.
"Family members go through
a long period of wondenng,
worrying and waiting," says
Newberry'. "But they still need
to deal with the car breaking
down. a child getting sick, a
death in the family. If you
know of such families, reach
out to them."
Or write an e-mail. The
troops -- particularly those recuperating in military hospitals - love receiving e-mails
(www.ourmilitary.mil), letters
and care packages.
Donate time. Your local Veterans Affairs office, VFW and
other legitimate organizations
are in need of volunteers.
Organize a toy drive for
children of deployed soldiers.
Support the Marine Corps Toys
for Tots program. Provide gift
cards to
troops through
aafes.com
Donate money. You can give
to a vanety of needed services for military members -- or
support the Red Cross to provide basic necessities to sarvice members in military hospitals.
Just go to vfw.org and click
on "Donate" or "Troop SupPort.*
Hey. Veterans Day is upon
us. What better time to offer
real support to our men and
women in uniform?
Tom Purrell, a humor colwnnist for the Pittsburgh TribuneReview, is nationally syndicated exclusively by Cagle Cartoons newspaper syndicate.
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2010 elections shaped by many issues, forces
WASHINGTON (AP) —
What we learned from the offyear elections: The president's
influence is limited, independents rule, incumbents beware,
issues trump ideology and, once
more, "It's the economy, stupid."
The first Election Day of
Barack Obatna's presidency was
a big night for Republicans. who
recaptured governorships in the
swing state of Virginia and the
Democratic stronghold of New
Jersey. Democrats won two
races for vacant congressional
seats, including one in upstate
New York that had been held
by a Republican for 100 years
and exposed a GOP divide.
So, what did we learn about
politics. people and their priorities from the handful of
races last week. And how will
those lessons shape the maneuvering of Republicans and
Democrats ahead of 2010
midterms. when °harm's prestige will be put to the test
acioss the country?
The results don't seem to
bode well for °barna and his
party heading into a high-stakes
year as they look to advance
an expensive domestic agenda
while protecting the Democrats' grip on House, Senate and
gubernatorial seats nationwide.
They'll try to win over people in a country clouded by a
job-killing recession, divided
over war and, as Tuesday's
results showed, fed up with
the powers that be — no matter the political party.
Among the lessons learned
is Ohana's political power is
limited. "Yes, we can!" has
turned into "Yes, we can --Lexington Herald-Leader
Should Kentuckians just
resign themselves to periodic
corruption eruptions from the
Kentucky Association of Counties?
No, even though that is the
pattern: A scathing audit reveals
all sorts of abuses: then there's
a cleanup. and a few years
later another scathing audit such
as the one released last week
reveals all sorts of abuses.
This time Auditor Crit
Luallen's 16-member team

in power.
Anger at both parties also
manifested itself in third-party
By LIZ SIDOTI
candidacies. including in New
Jersey. Still, independent Chns
if we feel like it!"
cans. They broke 2-1 for C-OP Daggett faced traditional obstaThe broad coalition — victors Chris Christie in New cles to becoming a serious
minorities, young people, first- Jersey and Bob McDonnell in threat: financial and organizatime
voters,
Republican Virginia.
tional difficulties.
crossovers and independents —
Issues, from jobs to taxes
Issues trump ideology and
that fueled Obama's victory' to government spending, drive the economy trumps all. Votwas a 2008 phenomenon: it this center of the electorate. ers have spoken: Issues
like
can't be counted on if the man so candidates who talk ah,out God, guns and gays
take a
himself is not on the ballot.
what independents care most back seat in a recession.
Even though °barna person- about will win the middle and.
In
Virginia. McDonnell
ally implored his supporters to thus, elections.
proved that a socially conserturn out in droves, voters rejectDemocrats must figure out vative Republican can win in
ed incumbent Democratic Gov. a way to bring independents a Democratic-trending state if
Jon Corzine in New Jersey and back into their fold — or risk the focus is on pocketbook
Democratic candidate R. Creigh huge losses next fall.
issues. Deeds went after
Deeds in Virginia.
Still, Republicans must be McDonnell over conservative
That could be a problem mindful of the volatile nature positions on so-called "values
for Democratic lawmakers in of public attitudes, for independ- issues" but the Republican didswing states and conservative- ents who have moved toward n't take the bait.
to-moderate districts next fall the GOP since last fall could
In New Jersey. Christie —
because Obama won't be on just as easily move back to a moderate Republican — found
the ballot to drive up turnout. the Democrats by next Novem- success by sticking to core
Candidates carried into office ber.
local issues, taxes and jobs.
in the Obama wave will be
Incumbents beware. In the Both winners de-emphasized
vulnerable in 2010 — with no midst of recession. people vent- social issues in favor of solulifeguard to help.
ed their frustrations by oust- tions for problems people were
And that could influence how ing Democrats from power in facing in their own backyards,
those lawmakers vote in Con- New Jersey and Virginia. And jobs, transportation and taxes
gress in the meantime — per- Democrat Bill Owens won a among them.
haps threatening the president's House seat held for decades
Voters rewarded them; Both
priorities.
by Republicans in a special elec- McDonnell and Christie were
With Obama unable to guar- tion in upstate New York.
seen as running more positive
antee their political survival,
Also, in Nev.' York City, inde- campaigns.
what's the incentive for them pendent
Mayor
Michael
In polling-place surveys, a
to back his legislative agen- Bloomberg barely won a third jaw-dropping 85 percent in Virda?
term against a little-known. ginia and 89 percent in New
Also. Independents are Icing- poorly funded Democratic chal- Jersey said they were worried
makers. Independents are, well, lenger.
Voters
generally about the economy — even
truly independent — and, thus, approved of Bloomberg's job though there are signs of recovare extraordinarily fickle.
performance but resented his ery. But jobs aren't yet returnLast year, hope and change aggressive effort to get the city's ing, and trouble looms for
tilted them toward Democrats. term limits law lifted and his Democrats if people still aren't
This year, anger and frustra- spending as much as $100 mil- feeling improvement next fall.
tion tilted them to Republi- lion of his own money to stay

AP NEWS ANALYSIS

IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky offering a divergent point of view
concerning an issue of importance.
uncovered S3 million in questionable or undocumented
spending over three years. along
with possible tax evasion and
a lot of wining and dining on
what is ultimately the taxpayer's dime.
Luallen's recommendations
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for managing KACo more efficiently run to a mere 150.
As KACo's insurance and
financing operations grew, the
profits weren't put into reducing costs or expanding services to counties but into paying
for KACo officials' pleasures.
Oversight was so loose that
charges at strip clubs and escort
services were paid without question.
No one has yet to own up
to those particular expenses. But
the audit supplied strong circumstantial evidence that the
people whose names are on
the receipts — former KACo
executive director Bob Arnold,
a former Franklin County judgeexecutive. and former KACo
president and Spencer County
Judge-Executive David Jenkins
— received the services for
which KACo paid. ...
The search for a new executive director should seek candidates who are not and have

not been Kentucky county officials. KACo has become a big
complicated business and needs
professional management.
The next executive-director
must do a fairly extensive
housecleaning, at least in management's top layers.
KACo needs a full-time chief
financial officer. The general
counsel has served as CFO since
March, when KACo's president J. Michael Foster, Christian County attorney, told him
to begin reviewing employees'
expenses and preparing monthly reports on out-of-state travel.
KACo also should trim its
34-member
board.
When
authority is that diluted, no
one takes responsibility. as is
shamefully evident from the
audit and the reporting by the
Herald-Leader's Ryan Alessi
which prompted the audit.
County officials, struggling
to keep their governments afloat
even before this recession.
should be more outraged than
anyone by KACo's wasteful
spending. In the end, they're
the only ones who can prevent a repeat.
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Delta Department of MWC
plans potluck on Wednesday
Delta Department of the Murray
NNoman's Club will meet Viednesday at 11:15
a.m. for
potluck salad luncheon and to
update their progress on walking 10.000 steps
per day. Members viill discuss plans to
"adopt" a woman seteran to show their
appreciation of her military service and will
send her flowers in recognition of Veteran"
Day.
Deltas should bring orders for the "That's
lo'a
Nly Pan" fundraiser to be submitted on Nov.
Datebook 27. Non members may purchase the personBy Jo Burkeen alized kItchen• items by contacting Pat
Harrington at 753-9640. Guests are invited to
Community
the meeting.
Editor

Special programs at MMS
Murray Middle School will have Veterans Day assemblies on
Wednesday. The 4th and 5th grades will begin their assembly at
2:30 p.m. arid the 6th to 8th grades at 2:15 p.m. Both will be in the
school auditonum. All local veterans are invited as special guests.

CCHS Committee will meet
Calloway County High School Curriculum Committee will meet
Tuesday at 3:15 p.m. in room 408 at the school. Items on the agenda include discussions about the future of the History and
Appreciation of Visual and Performing Arts course and the ments of
block scheduling.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the media center.
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CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High school Based Decision Making Council
will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the high school media center.
The public is invited.

Alzheimer's Support Group of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of the
hospital. Cindy Ragsdale. licensed social worker and coordinator of
the group, will present the program on "Issues of Concern for
Alzheimer Caregivers." Free sitter service during meetings is provided by Shared Care Adult Day Care Program. but contact Shared
Care at 753-0576 or MCCH Home Care at 762-1537 by today
(Monday) at 4 p.m. for arrangements. Ragsdale invites all interested persons to attend. For more information call Ragsdale at 7621296.

East plans volunteer training
East Calloway Elementary School will have volunteer training
on Tuesday at 9 a.m. or 6 p.m. in the school cafetena. If you are a
parent. guardian or grandparent and would like to volunteer during
the remainder of the school year. make pians to attend this required
training.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
Tuesday)at 6:30 p.m. at the Masonic Lodge buiiding. Ky. Hwy. 121
North, Murray. Food and fellowship will be at 6:30 p.m. and the
meeting will start at 7:30 p.m. For information on membership call
Betty Kunkel at 489-2333. Cookbooks are available by calling Sybil
Lasater at 753-4530.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray. Singles will meet tonight Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex
of the Calloway County Public Library. For more information call
Pat at 489-2909.

TOPS meeting Tuesday
Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9 to 10
a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome For information call Sheila at 227-1723.

Bingo planned lbesday
Knights of Colunibus will hold Bingo Tuesday' at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road, Murray The public is invited.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday' at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

CSIP meeting is today
Calloway County High School will have a Comprehensive
School Improvement
(CSIP) meeting today. (Monday) at 3:15
p.m. in room 601 of CCHS.

Red Cross Chapter offers course
Calloway County. Red Cross Chapter will offer a Community
CPR and First Aid Course on Saturday. Nov. 14, from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m.. according to Jennifer Wilson. executive director of Calloway
County chapter. Participants must register at least one week before
the class is to be offered. Contact the office at 753-1421 or e-mail
hbosse@callowaycoreredcross.org

411k, 11F111,1
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Sponsored by Calloway Co. Homemakers
& Calloway County Band Boosters
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Honors Academy
honors Denton
Autumn Denton from Murray High School was recently. awarded the Certificate of Recognition from the Commonwealth Honors
Academy.
Denton and 72 other students completed the three week Academy
at Murray State between June 6 and June 28'. 2009.
Dunng the three weeks, Academy scholars took two collegelevel courses, attended multiple lectures, concerts, and onentations,
and participated in a tri weekly personal development seminar.
As a successful graduate of the Academy, Denton will receive six
hours of university credit. a S2,000 per year Murray. State housing
scholarship, and tile option to take six additional hours from Murray
State tuition free.
The mission of the Commonwealth Honors Academy. currently
in its 10th year. is "to challenge, educate, enlighten. and nurture the
next generation of academic, civic, and business leaders in the
region.
To qualify, students must have a 3.5 GPA on a 4.0 scale and an
ACT score of 25 (or equivalent SAT, PASAT. or PLAN scores). For
more information or to find details on applying to the 2010
Academy,
visit
the
Academy
website
at
www.murraystate.eduiCHA.

Photo provided
Autumn Denton, center. is pictured with Dr. Warren
Edminster, commonwealth academy director, and Dr. Randy
Dunn, president of Murray State University.

Web conference for Kentucky Family Caregivers planned
Home Instead Senior Care
offices serving Kentucky have
scheduled a free web conference
for family caregivers Thursday,
Nov. 19 at 6 p.m. as part of
National Family Caregivers

Month.
The web conference, "The
Best Care for Your Parents:
Senior Care Solutions and
Potential Pitfalls," will be cohosted by Suzanne Mintz. presi-

3innouncernents

Alzheimer's Group will meet

e-stail:

Addyson
Harper Early
Timothy
and
Alex
McLemore Early of Murray are
the parents of a daughter,
Addyson Harper Earley. bom on
lliesday, Oct. 6. 2009, at 2: 10
a.m.
at
Murray-Calloway
County' Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
13 ounces and measured 21
inches.
Grandparents are Jeana
Mathis of Mayfield aad
Varonica Miller of Benton.
Great-grandparents
are
Dorothy Mathis of Paducah,
Harold and Anna Miller of
Benton, and Zell and Marie
Davis of West Palm Beach. Fla.

Addysee Harper Early

Jayden Thomas Nance
Derek Edwin Nance and Starlett Shields-Morns are the parents
of a son, Jayden Thomas Nance. bom on Monday, Oct. 19, 2009, at
11:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 12 ounces and mea.sured 19 3/4
inches. A sister is Sierra Moms.
Grandparents are Doug and Becky Shields of New Concord,
Trish Roberts and Thomas Thorn. both of Murray, and Gary Nance
of Illinois.

Willow
Marie
Riley
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Riley of
Murray are the parents of a
daughter, Willow Mane Riley,
bom on Saturday, Oct. 24, 2009.
at 9:51 p.m. at
MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds 2
ounces and measured 19 inches.
The mother is the former Jessica
Dunn.
Grandparents are Sheila and
Daryl Dunn and Chnstine and
Dean Riley, all of Benton.

dent and CEO of the non-profit
National Family Caregivers
Association, and Home Instead
Senior Care Co-Founder and
CEO Paul Hogan. 'This educational session is designed to help
family caregivers plan for their
loved ones' care.
According to Home Instead
Senior Care research, planning
for care is out of sight and out of
mind for half of seniors ages 65
to 75 who have not thought
about their own future needs.
What's more. nearly threefourths of adult children. when
unaided in the survey, could
name no more than two of eight
options available to seniors who
can no longer live independently.
Hogan. who co-authored with
his wife, Lori, the new book
Stages of Senior Care: Your
Step-by-Step Guide to Making
the Best Decisions (November
2009/McGraw Hill) and Mintz
will offer participants solutions
and resources. To register for

Marie Riley

Ladles of the
Oaks
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club held their reguarly scheduled Bridge on Nov. 4.
Wiinners were Ann Gupton,
first„ and Janet Kirk, second.
Bndge will be played
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the
club. Members are asked to call
Shirley Jenstrom, hostess. at
759-9658 to sign up to play.

the web conference go to ,
www caregiverstress.com.
.101

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

NAPIDE.111111411
by Annna Peeicr
The Hickory. sVoods 2010
Calendars are here', They are even
better than the previous two years.
Thts has been a year long project but
the residents have certainly had fun
doing it. You will see our residents
in aceon being -Forever Young.The calendars will go on sale the
evening of November lath at
Hickory Woods. You'ii want to
watch WPSD Charm! 6 Monung
Show on Fryday. November 13th to
get a "sneak peek." The calendars
are still SS 00 so stop by Hickory
Woods and get yours
We appreclate the Murray State
students helping us make baby blankets this week for Life House. It was
such an important and enjoyable
project, we•ve ckcided that will be
one of our winter projects after the
Christmas season.
We played a new game this week
"Survival.' toot exactly like the TV
show) but it did test our survival
skills. Nancy Warren was the #1 survivor. On Friday we played Wheel
of Fortune. It wa.s really fun except
we didn't win a car or a tnp to some
island.
Happy Binbdays go out to
Howard Bartell and Geneva
Brownfield Happy Buthday to you
both and many more!
We certainly loved having
Shannon Colson come out to do
massages on Saturday. What a relaxing way to end our busy week. We'll
have to really rest this week to prepare for our calendar "unveilingand fatruly Thanksgiving dinner on
Saturday night
...Nothing elle looks or fee+ like
home but we come close
Utterbmit Rd • MurrAy,
Phone. (27o) 7s9-roo • 1-SW231-501i

6• Monday, November 9, 2009
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To PiaCt Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley
Morris
or stop by- our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-S:00 p.m,• Fax:7554927
Legal

Murray State University is whetting propo•als Iron
qualified certified public accounting firms for the
annual examination of the Univeraity financia,
statements Interested firms may obtain copy of
the request for the proposals by calling Kim Hall at
270-609-4048 and referencirig liFP 239D-10 A pre
posol conference will be held for al! potantoil offer
ors on November 12th. All proposals must be
received on or before 4:00 pm, November 23. 2009
In the offices of MSU Procurement Services to be
considered.

Innen

GET
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1914
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ed tot any
error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be
responsible for only
one Incorrect insertion. Any error
should be
reported Immediatiely so taut von..ths•IS can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times conselers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracres do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
'heir
own
risk
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are nelieved to
be reputable. The
Murray
Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for thee activrties
lisiptttsresd
APARTMENT complex
looeing for part-time
manager in Murray.
KY. Send inquiries to
P.O. Box 160. Doe
Run, MO 63637 or
email response to
ivandiver
yemanagement.com

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgetcom,
•:,ou will be redirected
10 lobitetwork.enm
By default.
Murray and local eob
listings will appear on
this website
Hos...ever. as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Meese call
us if you have any
quesuonx regarding
the Murray area
listtngs. Thank you
EXPERIENCED rnea
cutter. Apply at Murray
Say-A-Lot. 805 S. 12th
St
ImMEDIATE Opening
for Marine
Mechanics
Must oe knowledgeable in all aspects o/
manne applications
Minimum of five years
hands-on expenence
Certifications helpful.
but not required Join
a wireing team'
Great Salary &
Benefits! Jobs in
Vvestern and Central
Kentucky. E-mail your
resume to
iwilson marinasintl c
om or mail to
Burnside Menne, Attn
L Wilson, PO. Box
577, Bumside, KY
42519

Check us out
on the Web!
wwW.MurdlyietipERIIM

MARKETING
Pleasant voices for
easy phone work
No selling.
cud/Part-time
Work Monday-Fnday.
57.25-$16 per hour
Paid Weekly_
762-9900
MEDIC 'e;.LTranscriptionist- hired
100% of our grads!
Leam from the pro's,
affordable pay as you
go wwwinscribe.us.
(270)761-0133
MURRAY best western is looking for a
part time grounds
keeper and light M810tarence no phone
calls please.
NAV`i Reserve serve
parterme No military
exp. needed. Paid
training & potential
sige-on bonus Great
beneftts. Retirement.
Cali Mon-Fri
1-800-777-NAVY
PRESCHOOL
OMIECTOR
Kingdom Kids
Learning Center,
licensed preschool, is
now receiving applications for a Director Training will begin
April 1st, 2010.
Preschool located at
Westside Baptist
Church.
For more information
call Director, Dorotne
K. Rogers
1270) 753-8698
PROPERTY
Management
Company is now hir•
ing a full time Leasing
and Marketing
Manager Candiciate
must possess basic
computer knowledge
Benefits' Drug Free
Workplace'
Background
Screening' Equal
Opportunity
Employer.Fax
resumes to
(270)759-3005
Childcare
CLEANING service for
office. rentals. apart
moots. reference avail
able. 227-6535
EXPERIENCED caregiver for elderly, weef
227 5069
HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR'? DO
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED,
270-293-5806
MANAGER needed
for a new Murray Chord
Development Center
Minimum Assocsates
degree required. Call
(615)330-8193
STAY al home mother
of 2 is available full or
part-time
hours
Availability is from
6am-9pm, Mon-Sat.
Children ages infancy
pre-k. Reasonable
Rates! 270-293-0374.
270-978-5194.
120

vaima__1

Articise
For BON

The Murray Ledger & Times has a full-time
clerical position available. Applicant must
have computer knowledge and be able to
multi-task. Exceptional interpersonal and
communications skills are required. Some
bookkeeping knowledge a plus, but not
required. Send resume to PO. Box 1040-T,
Murray, KY 42071. No phone calls.

rwO leg 'tartan Slate
pool table. leather
cover included. mint
condnon. $800 (not
including
cost
of
removal and traesfer)
270-293-4378.

interested applicants must applY by resume
only; interviews will be granted to qualified
applicants Af7ER resumes arr reviewed
Absolutely no on-the-spot interviews will be
conducted.

LARGE
SIELIECTION
IISFE1 APPIIAPIC ES'
WARD Ft WINS'

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

UNIVERSITY

Health Services

Full-time Customer Service Rep position
needed Must have knowledge of
verification of Medicare, Medicaid &
private Insurance coverages. Expenence
in medical field & Administrative record
management preferred

Resumes will be accepted at
Rolland Medical
205 Arcadia Circle

-11111011011

Brethaven of Benton is currently accepting
eeetications for the following positron. RN
eay afternoon shift. We cffer
competitive wages and an excelient beriefe
package Must be licensed in the State of
Kentucky
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Steset Hwy 641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOFJAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Winne Buy
ANTIQUES, Ceall Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

WE buy & sell good
used furniture
(270)357-0400
293-5762

Articles
For We
2 piece pillow top mat
tress set still in original
wrapper w/ warranty.
$195. 270-584-0301
TOOLBOX. full-size
pick-up, side openings,
aluminum diamondcut. $150. 293-1592.

For Info Cc
At 270-1
Iffesr

Whe 11111

Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in pnce; single pay or
payment plan
Irrevocable Medicaid
Arproved

J.H. Churchill Funeral Horne
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

75S-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Terry Isaacs,Karen haws

WHAT IS MEDICARE
ADVANTAGE?
rt is an alternative IC a

Forrisaings
2 Loveseats. great
condition, $175/both,
$100/eacti
(270)293-6266

Medicare Supplement.
me for ari apartment

GERMAN $
puppies $2!
Yorkre pupc
ferralese$5(
maie/$400.
ed, vacinati
. (270)247-5';
(270)748-5i

01 :MIR1411- •

ki NUM

I ‘i.•

& A ONINII

75.3 9224

Ron Sallin
Annual Enrollment Begins Nov. 15
Medicare Supplement Services
Phone (270)759-1585
Cell (270)210-2633
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Call'Jill Stephens or Ashley Muirris
-al:75.3-19 I (land place your ad today!

GUNS. scopes. sight& repairs 270-3452436 after 6Prr,
Fl vexed

360

Firewood for safe $40
nck. delivered
492-8266.
Forewood 293-2487

1999 Claytoe 16x90.
3BR. 2BA, excellent
condition.
(270)489-2525

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnve
Murray, KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
270-7534556
TDD 1-814545-11133
Est. 283 .
6
Few ociportoner

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom
with all aribliances
including washer &
dryer_ Call
(270)759-5885 or
(270)293-7085
Romps For Rsnt
3BR, 2B, by lake.
$375 monthly
(270)753-2251
$295

lorRunt
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown Murray
Lsase and deposit
required 753-4109
1BR. 1BA apt_ w/d
$350
2BR townhouse w/d
$455
Please call Hamlet
North Apartments
753-7559
1BR, price reduced,
venous
locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898.
2BR duplex in city
Excellent privacy. Just
redecorated.
New
heating & air equipment W/d hook-up,
willing to furnish wed
refrigerator
Stove
included. No pets
$465/mo.
270-767-1176
2BR duplex, C/H/A.
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU, applifurnished
ances
C/H/A Coleman RE
753-9898
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9896.
DUPLEX Lyen Grove
on 94W Large. 2BR.
1 5 bath, garage. all
appliances.
C/H/A.
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished 1
indoor
small
pet
allowed $075 mo
293-7404

Rosie

liarrens SY Rent

fit

LARuE 3BR
753-6012.

Owners

%%Tv

Piens call

reteir
f t
v flier! ,11-41744-4`.

Applicadon Deadline November 2C. 2009.
To Apply Seed leiter of application. resume.
transcripts end the names and contact Information for three references to Health Services
Search Committee. 136 Wens Hall. Murray
State Unrversey, Murray. KY 42071 Women
and minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray
State University is an equal education and
emp4oyment opportunity M/F710, AA empioyer

Complies $

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-ArranKentott Specialist

MLEDICWIT
SUPPLE

FREE HELP LN CLAIM FILING FOR IV CUE:NTS

Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioner
(ARNP). Health Services at Murray State
University. Ten-rrionth. full-time; two-month,
part-time salaried position to begin in
January. 2010

Responsibilities. Work in a collaborative
arrangement with the Health Services' consulting physician, provide individualized heatth care
for clients based en the rulos and regulations of
the Kentucky State Nurse Practice Act particicrate in the outreach wellness program-

EOUIPM1

1 Row Cu
3 Pt Bo
Concrete
For Many
Trailers • I
Wall Ties
Machine •
Watt Port
Tractor • C
Aocessork
1 Ton Ser
Dump Tru
Backhoe
Axle Traili
Very Nici
Johnson F

— PREPLANNING —

Does Your Policy Pay WO% of
the Deductibles?

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1,024 on Part A, $135 on
Part B Call me for mare information

,

Ouallficationc Licensed as a registered nurse
n the state of Kentucky. Master's degree in
nurstng from an accredited nurse practitioner
pexerarre certified as an adult or family nurse
practitioner and registered in the state of
Kentucky as an ARNP required Demonstratect
ability to practice without a physician on see is
required 0ernonstrated ability to evalcale and
treat from 20-30 clients daily is required
Expenence re an ambulatory health care faceity
requeed expenence 11 treating adults web
more complex heEdth issues preferred; experience in presenting health education programs
preferred Must derrionstrate strong commune
cabon and interpersonal skies and possess a
desire to be part of a professoonal nursing tearn
Mat provides health care services for the
unfversity community.

Backhoe.
Cadman
New Run
MOO Bac
Extra Yr
ManiforO
Gas. Pow
R1 Kibbe

Appliances

LAMER &TIMES
M
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OUSEESS & SERVICE DIRECT0110
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C°mPAirl
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
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EXTRA large, extra
nice, 2BR, 2BA. 1410
Hilwood.
$595/mo
753-3018.
GREAT
apartment.
close to MSU, quiet
neighborhood. 2BR,
1BA, w/d included. no
pets. $400/mo Deposit
& lease required.
293-5871.
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water.
trash, and furnish all
appliances including
washer & dryer Only
$550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment!
(270492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled. on
campus, C/1-1/A, W&D.
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696,
293-4600

Place to Start
tIrroXY Ledger rum's.
7 7 1 16
T he

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3berfroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD el -800-648-6056
VIC TOFIIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view W/D.
refrigerator,
stove.
Very
quiet. Ali
paid
including
electric.
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

FOr Rant

1

2&4 Bedroom houses
ease & deposit
required. 753-4109
3BR, IBA, appliances
furnished, $595/rno
978-0742

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
CO:(270) 293-4183
9 a m - 4 ft, M-e
el

(

1„,

NI( Ile ef:1

SMALL 2BR, 1 mile
frorn city limits. Deposit
& Lease No pets
S425
753-6156
WATERFRONT For
Rent. 2BR. 2BA. 00f11plately furnished More
info go to vesvw.hamenlakeretreatky com or
436-5091
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7 week old male boxer
puppies, only 3 left.
Fawn bnndle mix
5200. 293-3468,
293-3467.
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ad ,-erhstrif tot re
snorl,00laner
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JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Comer at 121 S. (4wwk.
S2$ 10105 $46
12701436-2524
1270i 293-6906

CHIHUAHUA
pups
$150-200. Welsh Corgi
female pup $200.
Papillon male pup
$150. 270-748-5575.
DOG Obedience
i270)436-2858

•
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Mr/
EP
Subscribe to the
WARM

LEDGER&TimEs
Hoene Delivery
3 11111“........_330.00

Local Mall

I

'CA...,

6
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I yr.----AIRCO, 6 ion ----363111
I yr.
&110.011

Rest of KY/TN
aturs.s.,

Huri,ana,

3 me...—.—.....270.50

AO Other Mad 11
Subscriptions
3 me.S75.00
6 mo.

6 mo.--....$90.00
I yr.---...$120 00 I yr. —. $145.00
Check

n

Duplex in P
$98,000
270-293-14a

State laws torbid

2 male poo-poms
(270)753-2251

AKC Great Dane $800
& Chihuahua $350
Shots & wormed.
270-210-6067

3BR. 2Ba, all appliances, C/H/A. plus
lawn services
227-5173
HOUSE with garage
for rent in Hazel. KY.
must have references
$450 month + $450
security.
(270)978-7
"
1

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
climate controi
storage
-Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
-we seil boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Money Order

Visa

For further asusl
Housing XJ•'en
11111f1h, contact

Rene r kttlam (1

2114.1
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BLOW-OL
Sat. hir
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•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
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MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave. • 753-3853
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BACKHOES- TRACTORS - Case 580 Super E

Backhoe 1728 Hours -Has Boon In The
Coleman Family Since Bought New' ROPS.
New Rubber 24" Bucket SN 17033064 • Case

5800 Backhoe 24' Bucket ROPS SN 908278.
Extra 36* Bucket • JD 4020 Durso Square
MandolO Low Hours SN 196593R • JD 730
Gas Power Steenng. Rotiornatic Fenders. 3r

RI Rubber, Remote. 3 Point Fetch, SN 7310004
EOU1PMENT - JO 12' AVV *Noel Disc • 3 PI
1 Row Cultivator • 8' & 7' - 3Pt Rotary Cutters •

3 Pt Box Blade

...Many Nice Advance

Concrete Basement Forms - 9'4* & 8' Enough
For Many Sizes Of Basements. Aii Or Forrn
Traders • Laiserplane 350 UMW • Large Lot Of
Wall Ties. I/2 Reba! • Honda 36-Troweiing
Machine • Table Saw • Torches, Gages • 40M
Watt Portable Generator • Gilson 47 Lavm
Tracior • Concrete Contractor's Miscellaneous &
Accessones TRUCKS • TRAILERS - '85 GMC
1 Ton Service Truck •'74 OMC 8000 Gravel
Dump Truck 10' Fled •2 &ate Pantie Hach 18'
Backhoe Trailer • Two - 16' Bumpei Hach 2
Axle Trailens • Sirvle Axle 8' Trailer
Very Nice Pro CrOt 17' Bass Bost And Trailer

Used CIIII
1993 Buick Century
white blue interior
automatic
ps
pb
cruise, good tires

35,600-msee 64 000
293-1592

For Into Contact Tony Coleman - (Terry's Brother)
At 270-898-8803 Or Coll 270-519-n0B
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GERMAN Shepherd
puppies $250-ea
Yorkie puppies
ferrales/$500
maie3400, fuli-blooded, vacinated
(270)247-5799
(270)746-5909

Yed Seil
%AMA
7-FAMILY
INDOOR
YARD SALE
HARDIN
COMMUNITY
BUILDING
WED & THURS
NOV. 11 & 12
7-7

1% NI

Toe much
to listl

PREMIER
INISTORAGE
le climate control
storage
scurity alarmed
Safe & clean
Ve sell boxes!
9 rent LI-Haute
753-9600

le poo-poms
753-2251

sk old male boxer
les, only 3 left.
& brindle mix
293-3468,
3467.

Great Dane $800
hihuahua $350
; & wormed.
!1 0-6067,

IUAHUA
pups
.200. Welsh Corgi
le pup $200,
Ion male pup
270-748-5575.

Duplex ,n Northwood
698,000
270-293-1446
Murray L.*. Times Fair
Flowaing Ad Nuties
All rra!
adverteted Ikerem
St, the Federal Fair
Act. which make,tt
dle9a1 to adyernse any preleren, lirrotation chimminenon hawq on race, cokw relignu,
hand.cap
sta.
natx.na! origin or trilrnt,on to make any 'such preference,. Iltrolahon, cfismnuna.
tion
forbid dru-nmmatuv
Stile
in the wle. rental ur advertising
cit real estate bawd on tarter, in
addition to thov protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertwing lot real estate which
is not in veAanon tiw law. All
persons are hereh1 informed
Hsal all dwelling. adverMed are
aYailable on an equal opportunity baSIS
For hirther ruustarwe with Fair
Housing Advertising tequiremeth, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P %lam C7011918-1000
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11.000-SO FT home
in country. 6BR. 6BA,

indoor pooi. gymnasium. (26' tall ceiling),
5acres lake. lots of
outside decks. 5 acres
up to 90ecros
559-2032.
2007 Calumet Way
4BR. 3 5BA, see it
online at
2007calumehvay com.
767-0106
2BR house w/upstairs,
vinyl
siding,
new
garage, 3-5 ec in SW
Call County. $70,000
080, 293-9934. 2938156. 435-4264, or
imboyd0wk.net.
38 38A. on 80 acres
Please call 293-3665
3BR, 2.58A, bnck, 5
acres. Lynn Grove
area 293-1681
DOUBLE wide rerhocieled, vinyl siding,
iocated on corner of
Post Oak Hwy 280
Asking price $60,000
obo. 270-293-6517
ENERGY saving new
home, 2.244 so.ft
under roof, 3BR, 2BA.
(cath ceilings), 2 cat
garage, concrete drive.
patio & froet porch, no
city taxes, $8.000
rebate, first time buyWS. 210-3781,
559-2032

011ared
s.M
‘Wfvf•ItHVIt
'ulttiWtotg. A4411111(Ur."1.
.0ANS ailing S.
I 1,1111 VA14

7;3-1816 727-0611
0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE

Carpentry
•Rernodeling
•Screened Porches
•Garages
•VVate: & Termae
Darnage
•Decks
*Home/ Mobile Horne
Repair
436-5517
tr 011R AD

ou4,-8 81
—mai TOR .
ONLY 675.00
. A MONTH
CA1.1 751-191b

Electric
Since 1986

24 Nous soma
Res., Com , & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT SALE!
Sat. Nov 7.th

2+ ACRE LAKE LOT
VV/ FREE BOAT
SLIPS
Just 24.900
was 29.900

Service Complete
tree
removal. gutter
cleaning, hauling. elc
Insured Emergency
293-1118
436-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling, Clean out
garages, gutters, )unk

& tree work.
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions.
Remodeling. Roofing,
Vinyl Siding, Laminate
Ftoors,
Repairs,

Insured
227-2617, 474-0586
ALL carpentry construction. Remodeling,
additions. all home &
mobile home repairs,
metal. roofs, decks.
much, more. LarryNimmo 227-43587.
753-2353.
Ail laNCE

.estunrip kennurvxt •
yristr.p.trit.
tut I'ror.

(270)970-1-701
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE
PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

the

rms

octal Mall
atltwa.

--$35.00

Pay NO closing Costs,
Loctaed on 160.000
acre recreational lake
in Kentucky. Enioy
swimming pool. walking
trails, private park,
more Excellent
financing Call now I800- 704-3154 x 3309
4111611.600,C4C1

gr

odydes ATVs

2005 Harley Davidson
blue & gold. bonus
seat included, mint
condition. S8.500.
270-293-4378

IL__1121

Aub Pins

USED TIRES
1 -1 lh lb inch
. Startnig al S20

mounted
Foil&

I Other Mail
-1
ibserlptlens

—

a..

S145.00

RESIDENTIAL bu Idng lots located on
Loch Lomond St located near Robertson
middle & high school
978-1707

sof
rigrah—
koseet
1

ip

vment to:

rime*

071
918

5-Acres/party to buffo- approa SS instil,.
from Paris Landing
, 525.00e
Contact
PALM Bygden
Lake Reattors
1731)642-1399
rAzi•E Antioch T-1(I
13.tictian.tri IN 1822:

Con 753-5606
Uelly
95 Jeep Wrangler soft
top. excellent condition. new tires,
127.000 miles $8,500
obo 227-8765.
873-7980.

Ready to serve your
Gelebration needs
Contact Cheryl
Chadwick
(270)492-8266

Emelt us at
glessillade
starttyletlyer essi

3301 St. Rt 121P1
751-ROST

HOUSE Husband

—
All types of home
repairs No iob too
small
270-519-8155

WEST
Poo Tabie Guy.
20 Tows F xpenence
Poo Tables Bought Soid
Serviced and Moved

731-819-485

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• painting • Fix -it's
• Fiepairs • Decks
pressure washed

Calloway

County
Devekopment
•Track hoe
doze
backhoe work &
systems top soil &
gravei for sale We

build you a Home lc
Sudo your Needs
270-210-3781
270 559-2032

A rlridgell Ref
lIki/o/m41
.r.ati."POP
Irromett
F., e

cASEI PITMAN

JONES
ROOFING

WWW PRE MiE RARC COM
(270)619-5313
•Certified •Portable
iisklurrenum •Stainie
,
s

Licensed a insured
WEST KENTUCKY
iAWNSCAPES

Free estimates

GET THIS 1 X1

(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 7534916i

& stained

(270) 436-2228

t2101277 841i

WKCTC receives $5,000 grant
The
Tennessee
Valley
Authonty (TVA) has awarded
West Kentucky Community' &
Technical College a 55,(XX/
grant for the college's gas metal
arc welding program.
Nancy
Mitchell, Valley
Relations Manager, presented
the check to WKCTC President
Barbara Veazey Friday.
"TVA has contributed significantly over the years to launch a
new program or a course of
study." Veazey said. "We appreciate the partnership and the
expertise TVA lends to our college faculty and staff."
Tena Payne, vice president of
academic affairs, said WKCTC's
Gas Metal Arc Welding certificate teaches the basic principles
of welding. Students learn M1G
welding, which is used in industrial settings. Students learn to
read blueprints. cut metal, and
weld. The equipment funding
provided by TVA will allow the
program at the Kevil Workforce
Solutions Center to teach stu-

dents to cut metal used for welding.
"TVA recognizes the importance of providing financial
assistance to educational institutions such as WKCTC. Through
the Gas Metal Arc Welding
Courses, the College is creating
an atmosphere that will educate
and train future workers for
energy providers such as TVA."
Roben Casey. TVA. Shawnee
Plant Manager. "Investing in
courses such as the GMAW,provides TVA with the opportunity.
to invest in our future workforce, and the communities we
proudly serve."
'TVA supports public education programs that emphasize
learning activities associated
with energy and environmental
education as well as vocational
and technical education in skill
areas that are vital to TVA's
workforce. TVA supports instiPhoto providec
tutions that educate and train
Nancy Mitchell, Tennessee Valley Authority relations manager
individuals with skills that TVA
and industries locating in the presents WKCTC President Barbara Veazey with a $5,0CC
check for the college's welding program.
region will need in the future.

Physicians with local practices can join MCCH staff
Spoclal to the Ledger
Physicians who establish
health care practices in Murray
or surrounding areas have the
option of joirting the Medical
Staff at
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For the most
part, Maiiphysicians are not
employed by the hospital, but
are independent practitioners. In
order to qualify to join the
Medical Staff, physicians must
show verification of the essential "Big Four" qualifications.
These are verified through an
intensive and time- consuming
backgmund investigation. From
the time they complete medical
school until the present, each
facility where the physician
trained or had privileges is verified. The National Practitioner
Data Bank and other verification
sources are used to gather information.
The "Big Four" required for
MCCH's Medical Staff are:
I. Licensure: This is venfied
through the Kentucky Board of
Medical Licensure. many licensing boards have websites on the
Internet and can be accessed
easily for public information.
The Kentucky Board of Medical
Licensure can be found at
http://kbml.ky.gov.
The
Federation of State Medical
Boards is also quened to check
all licensing in the United
States.

BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
for
Taesday, Nov. 10, 2009:
This year, you make waves and
gain understanding of people.
Zero in on your goals, and when
confused, stop and take a gander
at your priorities. You will
DRYWALL weir & regain your centering quite
painting
Free esti- quickly. The unexpected does
mates 270-873-9916
occur, encouraging you to
rethink situations more often.
Your creativity kicks in frequently when facing challenges.
If you are single, you will meet
someone through a friendship.
or a fnendship could become
more. If you are attached. the
two of you need to socialize
FUTRELL'S Tree
more as well as work on the
Service
quality of your friendship. You
Trimming.
removal.
will bond more closely. VIRGO
stump gnnding.
comes thmugh for you.
firewood Insured.
489-2839

wetial pek
locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-27&3
293-2784
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

2. Training and experience
are verified through contact with
the physician's medical school.
residency program, and fellowship programs. if applicable.
Board certification is venfied
through the primary source. for
example; MCCH accepts Board
certification
through
the
American Board of Medical
Specialties.
3. Current competence is
determined through contacting
references and requesting they
complete a questionnaire
about the candidate. The applicant has to provide references as
defined in the application. Some
of these defined references are a
Chief of Staff, Department
Chair. Program Director of the
residency or fellowship, a like
peer in your specialty, etc.
4. The ability to perform the
pnvileges requested is gathered
through contact with the
physician's references. The
pnvileges requested at MCCH
are attached to the questionnaire. and the reference indicates if the physician is competent and physically able to perform the privileges. Physicians
are also asked to attest to this on
their application. Additional
information is obtained from the
physician on certain high risk
procedures that require a higher
level of training. for example. a
surgeon may he asked to provide

surgical logs or the number of
procedures performed, provide
proof of taking a specific course
in that procedure. and rnay have
to be supervised or monitored
during several procedures at
MCCH.
Patient safety is the primary.
focus of an investigation into a
physician's background. The
approach to credentialing a
physician is: "Would 1 want my
own family' member to be treated by this physician?" Once the
background investigation is
complete on a new physician.
the information is presented to
the Credentials Committee,
which consists of phy.sicians and
the Chief of Staff. The
Credentials Conunittee reviews
every file, and if further questions arise, additional information is gathered. If the
Credentials Committee recommends approval of the physician
file. it then moves to the
Medical Executive Committee
(MEC) for review and recommendation of approval. If the
file meets with approval of the
MEC, it is sent for final ratification to the Board of Trustees.
The credentialing process is
repeated at the end of the physicians' provisional period to
recheck all but the primary.
information that will not change
(such as medical school, etc.)
Any new information is verified.

Once completed, reappointment
is done every two years.
Ongoing credential monitoring takes place with continuous
review. from the Office of the
Inspector
General
101G a
Medicare/Medicaid sanctions,
and licensing boards. There is
also monitoring of quality functions. and investigations of
behavioral. as well as. clinical
complaints. The process is neces.siu-y. to ensure that physicians
who are given privileges at
MCCH are qualified and competent.
The Medical Staff Services
Depanment can obtain certification in the field through the
National Association of Medical
Staff
Services (NAMSS).
Certification in credentialing
requires a minimum of three
years experience in a medical
staff services office. in addition
to passing a stnngent wntten
examination. Management certification requires at least five
years of medical staff services
expenences. as well as. an intensive examination.
For information on physician
credentialing. contact Vicki
Emerson,
Medical
Staff
Coordinator at MCCH and the
current President of the
Southwest Chapter of the
Kentucky
Association
of
Medical
Staff
Services
(KAMSSI. at 762-1935.

on the long-term priorities, a.nd
you'll come out on top Tonight
Work as late as necessary.
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
***** Let your imagination
kick in when another solution
obviously is needed. A brainstorming session could provide
many answers or potential solutions You might be wondering
which way to go when dealing
with a boss. Take your cue from
him or her Tonight. Be creative
when deciding
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You might want to reconsider a decision and come from
a fundamental base of understanding. Your ability to understand what others are doing
allows greater flow An offer will
rnake life easier. Why not say
-yes? Tonight, Head home.
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
***** Your imagination and
intellect meet. making it possible
to deal with a wide range of
issues and projects. You might
even enjoy the variety that
becomes possible A partner
tries to pitch in and be more supportive Tonight Change gears
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Be aware of your spending
and long-term desires You will
lighten up considerably of you
relax and work with the moment.
Extremes hit lett and right as you

attempt to juggle a lot more than
normal Tonight Buy a treat on
the way home
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Put your best foot forward. Others cannot help but
respond. Your enormous creative resources come Ionverd.
You seem to be able to handle
more than your normal share.
Your caring nature reveais itself
more than ever Tonight The
world is your oysier
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Know when to pull back
and understand what is happening. Much- bubbles lorlii that is
interesting but needs to be dealt
with. You have imagination and
ingenuity work:ng for you. Use
those assets Be careful with
spending Tonight! Take some
private time
SCOFIPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Listen to news that rs
forthcoming.
Understanding
comes fortvard, You are coming
up with ideas, and others see
and understand your unique
resourcefulness. Focus on your
direction and goals. At least you
will be pleased! Tonight•
Wherever the action is
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** A must appearance is
inevitable. You see a child or
loved one from a new perspec-

five Your understanding evolves
when dealing with others How
you handle a personal situation
could
change dramatically
because of pressure Tonight' A
must show
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Keep reaching out for
others and get more information.
You might be surprised by what
comes up Get past a problem
immediately Curb a tendency to
give too much or spend too
much. Tonight. Put on a great
piece of music.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Relate to others on a
one-on-one level This attention
tends to help them feel secure
and relaxed. In this atmosphere.
much more will be gained by all
parties Listen to your inne:
voice on a money matter.
Tonight. Make plans with a
favorite person
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Togetherness isn't
possible without you revealing
more of your inner feelings.
Reach out for someone at a distance who you care about.
Realize what is happening
behind the scenes. Tonight.
Defer to someone else's ideas

Noroscope

Custom BuLLooado
•Lancl-clearing
nindeetanisning Ponds
*Lakes olvaterways
Free Estimates
22 years exp
293-0371

Used Cirs
2005 Ford Escape.
77,C00 miles. sunroof,
CD changer. electric
start.
new
tires
$8.400 270-978-1973

‘13/1,1,.

ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION repai
& maintenance on
doors & operators
Residential & commixc.ial Locally ovmed &
operated
293-2357
435-4049

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree

CHADWICK Catering

Obedience
436-2858

Non

Sommon s Handyman
& Carpentry Service
1990 Ford Aerostar
Over 25 years Call
275k. needs work
good engine, $500. Don. Murray area
519-8570
transfer 474-0129

(HEE & LAWN
CARE '
F.:!Ft(N-1'S-SION A i
icero;:eil x
•

••••• 11•••••

II

(270)873-2077

Johnson Powered,Loeded With Ail Accessorise
Complete SeMement Pay Of Sale..8ank Luton A Skeet

Offered

1111
2006 Dodge Grand
Caravan, 50k-miles.
67,500. DVD. AC.
cruise, power-windows, roof-rack

Monday, Nio%ember 9, 2009 • 7

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
*** Get the job done through
focus and direct action A must
appearance could baffle you
Out of the blue. you discover that
others are changing their needs.
thus impacting a project. Zero in

kV 11C11110111111 11111kr

BORN TODAY
Theologian Martin Luther (1483).
actor Roy Scheider (1932)

8 • Monday, November 9, 2009

Looking Back
Ten years agu
Published is a picture of a
member of Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity unloading one of the
dozens of boxes of food gathered by the fraternity for the Murray-Calloway County Need Line
The photograph was by' Staff
Photographer David Blackburn.
Also published is a picture
of Amen Corps Volunteers
Brandy Robbins. Jan Gnffith,
Rosalyn Ampara and Ken
Tiaonge working on the walking bridge located behind Murray High School. The photograph was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
In high school football games,
Murray Tigers won 41-22 over
Russellville and Calloway Lakers lost 14-7 to Warren Central.
Twenty years ago
PublIshed is a picture of Jo
Dortch and Martha Moore turning in voting results from Calloway County High School voting district at the office of Calloway County Clerk. Also pictured are Susan Bartlett and Lisa
Chnsman, who assisted in the
vote count. Voters for the annexation of the property on west
side of Murray city limits voted
yes with 141 votes and no with
441 votes. The photograph was
by. Staff Photographer Mark
Cooper.
Melva Cooper presented a
lesson on "Stain Removal" at a
meeting of the Harris Grove
Homemakers Club held at the
Ellis Center.
Thirty years ago
Published is a picture of
members of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad attending
to a fire that completely
destroyed a trailer on Swift Road
near Kirksey. owned by Harlan
Bow'den. The photograph was
hy Staff Photographer Matt
Sanders.

Calloway County High School
Chapter of the Future Fanners
of America is scheduled to
receive the Silver Award at the
national FFA convention in
Kansas City, Mo.
May Denny presented a lesson on -Overcoming Depression"
at a meeting of the Dexter
Homemakers Club at the home
of Mrs. Irene Mitchuson.
Forty years ago
Fred Schultz. supenntendent
of Mun-ay Independent City
Schools. has been elected vice
chairman of the Kentucky Committee of Southern Association
at a meeting at Lexington.
Airman First Class John Larson, son of Mr. and Mrs_ Edwin
Larson, has been presented the
Air Force Commendation Medal
in ceremonies at Barksdale Air
Force Base, La.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Kendall,
Nov. 2.
Fifty years ago
Murray Boy Scout Troop 45
will have a fundraising breakfast on Nov. 21 from 5:30 to
10 a.m at the American Legion
Hall on Maple Street, Murray.
In high school basketball
games. Hazel Lions lost 75-51
to Fulton City; New Concord
Redbirds won 52-46 over Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Murray College High Colts won 68-57 over
Fancy Farm, and Almo Warriors
won 81-51 over Lynn Grove
Wildcats.
Sixty years ago
Pat Redden, J.P. Walker,
Bobby' Lockhart, Mason Billington, Harry Lee Watkins and
Jimmy Shelton are new members of the Murray Training
School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America.
Murray' State College 'Thoroughbreds lost 21-0 to Morehead State College Eagles in
a football game at Morehead.

COMICS / FEATURES
Time has come to end girl's
bathroom bonding with dad
DEAR ABBY: I need an
unbiased opinion. I am the
father of a I2-year-old daughter, "Lia.• She catches an early
morning bus for school. and I
leave for work at the same
time her bus picks her up, so
I'm
in
of
c harge
getting her
ready in the
morning.
Although
we have two
bathrooms one
upstairs and
Dear Abby one down - neither of
By Abigail
us wants to
Van Buren
use
the
downstairs
bathroom to get ready. All our
stuff is upstairs.
When I wake Lia up each
morning. she heads into the
shower and I go feed the dog.
I then go into the bathroom
and shave while she's in the
shower. While I'm shaving we
discuss sports and life in general. When I'm finished, I leave
until she's done showering and
goes back into her room. I
then take my shower.
Is this wrong? Lia's mother thinks it's inappropriate for
me to be in the bathroom at
all while she's taking a shower. I think it is efficient because
neither of us is willing to use
the other bathroom, and I find
it's a good time to find out
what's going on in her life.
Who's nght? -- RIGHT OR
WRONG IN WISCONSIN
DEAR
RIGHT
OR
WRONG: Your wife is correct. It's not a matter of 'right
or wrong." It's a matter of

Today In NIstorg
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 9; the
3I3th day of 2009. There are 52
days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 9, 1989, communist
East Germany threw open its borders, allowing citizens to travel
freely to the West; joyous Germans danced atop the Berlin Wall.

On this
IRA

that

Ge

kie

to

the Netherlands.
In 1935. United Mine Workers president John L. Lewis and
other labor leaders formed the
Committee for Industrial Organization. later Congress of Industrial Organizations.
In 1938, Nazis looted and
burned synagogues as well as Jewish-owned stores and houses in Germany' and Austna in a pogrom
that became known as -Kiistall

it‘ElY

nada."
• In 1953, author-poet Dylan
Thomas died tn New York at age
39.
In 1963, twin disasters struck
Japan as some 450 miners were
killed in a coal-dust explosion.
and about 160 people died in a
tram crash.
In 1965, the great Northeast
blackout occurred as a senes of
itgr, failures ilasuaglIkli Attar
rs left 40 mi
states and piut
da without electricity.
In 1967, a Saturn V rocket

afrit

carrying an unmanned Apollo
spacecraft blasted off from Cape
Kennedy. Fla.. on a ;uccessful
test flight.
In 1970. former French President Charles de Gaulle died at
age 79.

In 1976, the U.N. General
Assembly approved resolutions
condemning apartheid in South

Africa, including one characterizing the white-ruled government as
"illegitimate."
Ten years ago: With fireworks.
concerts and a huge party at the
landmark Brandenburg Gate, Germany celebrated the 10th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall.
The flight data recorder from
Egy. ptAir Flight 990 was recovered fru Me Atlantic Ocean and

isoopso:.

what is appropriate.
At 12, your daughter is
becoming a young woman.
Either you or Lia needs to
start using the downstairs bathroom. If you can't agree on
who that will be. then draw
straws. You can bond with her
over breakfast.
•••
DEAR ABBY: My old college roommate -Gine and I
live several states apart, but
we have remained close over
tht years. Whenever I call her,
her husband picks up an extension and listens in. We don't
know be's listening until he says
something. Other times, he'll
stand next to her and constantly interrupt her while we're
talking. He has his own friends
and hobbies, and Gina does
not know why he keeps butting
in.
I have spoken to him when
she is unavailable to make him
feel involved, but this threeway conversation is bugging
me. Since Gina appears to be
unable to tell him to cut it
out, what should I do? -MIFFED IN MADISON
DEAR MIFFED: I see no
reason why you shouldn't tell
Gina -- whether her husband
is listening or not -- how intrusive you feel her husband's
eavesdropping is and that you
would like your conversations
to be private. After that, it
will be up to her to decide
where to draw the line.
DEAR ABBY: I am fortunate. I come from a close imd

loving family. Even though we
have come through some difficult times recently. it has
drawn us closer, strengthened
our love and fueled our resolve
to support each other no matter vihat.
So why am I writing? I am
so full of love and emotion
that it's not unusual for me to
cry frequently. When we say
goodbye after a visit, I cry
more than anyone else. My
daughter says it's a real downer -- and others feel awkward.
So how does one turn off the
flow of tears? -- TEARY-EYED
• IN.
A
c'*'S
'44 •
•
0

Five years ago: Attorney Gen
eral John Ashcroft and Commerce
Secretary Don Evans resigned,
they were the first members of
the Cabinet to leave as President
George W. Bush headed from reelection into his second term.
Kenny Chesney won the Country
Music Association album of the
year award for -When The Sun
Goes Down- as well as entertainer of the year,
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the reason why she (or he) is
crying -- and it isn't because
of displaced emotions -- tears
are nothing to be embarrassed
about, and I see no reason to
stifle them. However, it's one
thing to shed a few tears and
another to come completely'
unglued. Because your display
of emotion makes "others feel
awkward,' and if this is new
behavior, it may be time to
consult your physician to determine what's triggering the
waterworks.
•••
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Nighttime urination
keeps reader awake
DEAR DR. GOTT: I sun a
74-year-old male I arn in a different city almost every. week and
read yotu column whenever I can.
While in Fresno, Calif , I mune
across one of your columns about
the prostate
In Dec-ember 2000. I had cancer for which
my prostate
was removed.
Approximately two or
three
years
later. I began
having discomfort in my
lower
abdomen during the night
It
persists
until I get up
By
and oid. This
Dr Peter Gott happens
about every
hour and a half, and I aun able
to urinate less than a cup each
ume. I don't experience any. discomfort during the day. and am
able to void normally in greater
amounts, but it remains an effort
to void at alight
In March 2007, I had a thorough exatninatton and cystoscopy
by a urologist in Tucson, Ariz.
He determined there was no physical cause for my problem, nor
did he have an explanation. He
prescribed Vesicare, which I took.
I couldn't detect any improvement and the pills gave me side
effects. so I stopped taking them.
I later questioned another urologist when I had a PSA test as a
follow-up to my. prostate cancer
He referred to the Arizona physician's examination and recommended I try the same pills again.
Neither specialist could explain
why I have this problem now
when I didn't before surgery. or
why it only affects me at night.
I hope that with your years of

Dr. Gott

experience and extensive resein,f,
you might have an answer tor
me.

DEAR READER: Nocturia is
a condition in which a person awakens two or more times a mght to
unnate. Typically, Unite produsuon slows at night, allowing roost
people to sleep six to eight hours

straight without the need to void
Some people may find that they

40
42
44
46

bed.

Cosdract Bridge
South dealer.
f,ast-W'est solnerable.

team for the 2008 World Mind Sports
Games in Beijing last fall. Thc bidNORTH
ding shown took place when Larry
•Q 9 2
Cohen and 13avid Berkowitz held thc
•Q 10 4
North-South
cards.
After
•KQJ 72
Berkowitz's two-notrump opening,
4107
North's three-spade bid followed by
WEST
EAST
four clubs indicated interest in a dia•8 7 5
40 6 4 3
mond slam. When Berkowitz later
111 9 5 3 2
IRK 6
cuebid five clubs, West doubled to
•8
•9 6 5 4 3
indicate good clubs, and South even•KJ 8 4
•5 2
tually' became declarer in six diaSOUTH
monds.
4tAK 10
W'est led a heart, and Berkowitz
11,A 8 7
guessed correctly to play the ten,
•A 10
captunng I ost's king with the ace.
1114‘441Illh,3
Iteext came the diamond ileC and ten
- - West shoeing out
followed by
mit
spade to the queen. The K-Q-.1 of
2 NT
Pass
3•
Pass
diamonds left no one with an).
3 NT
Pass
4
Pass
trumps. and the A-K of spades were
4•
Pass
4 NT
Pass
then cashed.
5•
Dble
Pass
Pass
South had won all the tricks to
Redbfe Pass
5 NT
Pass
this point, and four remained to be '
6•
played. Thanks to the opening lead
Opening lead — three hearts.
and the double by' West, it was not
There are times when a player can difficult to figure out what to do next.
make a this olous bid and get away So Berkowitz cashed the queen of
with it because %hates er happens hearts and exited with a heart, forcafterward does not cost very much. ing West to win and lead from the KBut if the hand comes up in the semi- J of clubs into South's A-Q at the
final of the
Bndge Champi- end.
onship, and your indiscretion allow's
Berkowitz might, of course, have
the opponent to make a slam that found the winning play without
otherwise might have failed, it can
West's helpful double, hut it sure didpnsve very costly indeed,
n't hurt to have that information to
That's exactly what happened on
work with when the cntical decision
this dcal in the U.S. trials to select a had to he made.
Tomorrow: A matter of concealment
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8 Animal weapon
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19 Arlington loc.
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21 Album contents
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50 Sports network
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17 Exiled Roman
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Dad

48 Wild about
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awaken once dunng the night. but
this, too, is normal
Frequent nighttime unnation
can have many causes, rangtng
from drinking too much liquid
before bed, overactive bladder syndrome (OBS) and unnary-tract
infections to chronic kidney failure, congestive heart failure,
obstructive sleep apnea and nocturnal polyuria. Certain medications. prostate problems and diabetes are also common causes.
Because you no longer have
a prostate, this can be ruled out
as a cause. Your unsuccessful 1
•
treaunent for OBS rules it out as'
A likely cause. Your thorough
examination probably' rules out
cancer, infection and obstruction.
This leads Me tO believe that it
is now time to start looking outside the bladder.
Make an appointment with your
pnmary-care phy.stcian or an
internist. and explain your symp- ., j
toms. Be sure to bnng the results :',:,
of your urology tests and examinations so the physician doesn't ,
repeat them unnecessarily.
.. ,
Undergo a thorough physical
exanunatton I from head to toe r''
and lab work to include kidney - .'''.
and bean function. diabetes and ...,
perhaps sleep-apnea testing. If you ..:
are on any medications. they should'
be reviewed to determine whether ,
one or more might be the cur
pnt. You should also restnct your • .
fluid intake by not drinking any ' :
fluids two or three hours before

Crosswords
ACROSS

wWina

22 Small earrings
25 Swing voter
(abbr.)
27 Temper
28 Pricing word
29 Fidgety
30 Dairy bar
order
31 Provo SCh.
32 Music genre
33 Thin strip
34 Have debts
36 Shallow lake
38 Half a candy%
39 ExCel
40 Road worker
41 "Ninotchka'
nnme
43 1492 ship
45 Tammy —
Bakker
46 Muscle used
in push-ups
47 Tempe inst.
49 Movie director
— Craven
51 Lead. in forMUIEte
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'Somebody told me
I'm the next Rudy'
HOLLYWOOD SCRIPT
WORKS OUT FOR
BFtOCKMAN AS RACERS
WIN OVER WEEKEND
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger
Times
Murray State freshman walk-on Cagey Brockman throws
this bail during the third quarter of Saturday's 27-17
victory over Austin Peay at Roy Stewart Stadium. The
former Calloway County standout got the starting nod
and threw for more than 200 yards while ieading the
Racers to a Senior Day win.

Futrell, Gray
lead Lady
Lakers'
return to
state

By TOMMY DILUIRD
Sports Writer
To everyone else in attendance at Roy
Stewart Stadium Saturday, the opening
chords of the Racer Band's "Call to the
Post" as the team prepared to take the
field sounded just as it has countless
times before.
To Casey Brockman, those notes

marked the fulfillment of a drearn.
ers to a 27-17 victory.
They also signaled a flurry of butter"Somebody told me I'm the next Rudy,"
flies in the freshman walk-on's stomach. Brockman quipped. "When the trumpets
By now, the story is familiar to all started sounding. it gave me the chills."
who follow Racer football — hometown
The former Calloway C.'ounty standquarterback turns down scholarship offers out was far from perfect — he threw
elsewhere to walk on at the school he two interceptions — but his I8-for-33
grew up rooting for.
performance was good enough to send
'Then, sooner than even he himself could Murray State's 14 seniors out on a good
have expected, he gets the starting nod note.
with three games remaining in his freshSeniors Derrick Townsel and Austen
man season.
Lane also made the day' memorable as
The only question going into Murray each etched his name into the record books.
State's Saturday Senior Day tilt with Austin
Townsel set Murray State's all-time
Peay was would the narrative follow a receptions record with his I47th catch
Hollywood-like script?
as a Racer during a go-ahead scoring
It did, as Brockman threw for 216 drive early in the fourth quarter that culyards and a touchdown to lead the Rac•See IOU, t

OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP

THURMAN
TAKES 2ND,
ADVANCES AS
INDIVIDUAL
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
There's something to be said
tor talcing care of business.
And that's exactly what the
Calloway County girls did Saturday at the Class AA regional, punching their return ticket to the state meet in Lexington next weekend.
Taylor Futrell, who has been
Calloway's No. 1 throughout
the season, ran just behind her
season-best time to capture sixth
place at 22:27.39.
As the most expenenced
the bunch, junior Kelsey Gray
also had a standout day, taking 17th with a time of 24:00.40.
The rest of the Lady Laken' top five finished within 15
seconds of one another to catapult Calloway into a fourthplace team finish.
Longtime head coach Keith
Jared had hoped his girls could
challenge Webster County for
the third slot, but was pleased
to be heading back to Kentucky Horse Park nonetheless.
"Across the board, we pretty much just ran as expected,"
he said. "Taylor came up big
in sixth and that was very good
for us. Kelsey Gray was able
to step up and lead our second pack of runners and our
three through seven all finished
close together.
"We didn't get anything terrific from anyone in particular.
hut we got something front
,:veryone."
Tabu Scott placed 28th at
26:29.76 while Hailey Tubbs
was 30th at 26:32.88 and Hanriah Simmons was 3Ist at
26:43.49.
•See LAKERS, 10

GUY HUFFMAN / Moreheao State University
Members of the Murray State soccer team surround the Ohio Valley Conference Championship
trophy after defeating Tennessee Tech
Sunday 4-0 for the league title.

st Timers
RACERS BEAT nu FOR FIRST OVC TOURNEY CHAMPIONSHIP
By NIS41 Sports Information
Tbe Murray. State Women's soccer
team defeated Tennessee Tech, 4-0 Sunday at Jayne Stadium in Morehead to
win the program's first OVC Soccer
Tournament Championship and the
league's automatic bid to the NCAA

Tournament.
"I was so pleased with the effort of
our entire team and also the efforts of
my staff as they have helped me, help
thc girls perform at their best for this
tournament," said MSU head coach
Beth Acreman.

Kalli McCoy hit a streaking Rebecca Shultz who found the back ot the
net for her first goal of the season in
the sixth minute of play. The Racers
kept the offense coming as McCoy
fired a shot from the right side of the
box into the back of the net to give

the Racers the 2-0 lead just 15 minutes into the match. MSU expanded
the lead to 3-0 when Daneille McMur- -ray found Sydney Smith in the box as
Smith quickly tallied her first goal of the season in the 30th minute of play.
•See RACERS, 10

Tiger boys heading back to state
SPARKS MAKES
RUN AT
GIRLS TITLE,
PLACES 2ND

Of

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger A Time,

•:•.•

Murray senior Michgel Orr (right) leads a pack of runners at the Class A regional meet at Marshall County
Saturday. Following closely behind is Murray's Ryan
Miller. Orr and Miller were the top two Tigers to finish,
orning in 6th and 10th, respectively.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
DRA1-1-ENVILLE, Ky. —
Chase Darnell didn't run the
best meet of his high school
career at Saturday's Class A
regional. Not even close.
Darnell, who has been Murray's No. I through most of
his high school career. was

diagnosed with mononucleosis weeks before his senior
regional and slipped to fifth
among the Tiger runners.
But he played a different
role in catapulting Murray into
a third-consecutive team bid
to the state meet next weekend.
"Chase was always the one
that wanted it the most before
he got sick, and he still wanted it," said senior Michael
Orr. who took over the Tigers'
top spot on Saturday, finishing sixth overall with a time
of 19:19.61.
"He gave us a little inspi-

rational speech before the race.
We all just wanted to do it
for him. but also for each
other."
Behind Orr. who ran less
than 10 seconds off his season-best on a challenging
course at Marshall County., the
Tigers overcame a season full
of adversity to take the fourth
and final bid out of the First
Region to the KHSAA Championships in Lexington next
Saturday.
Orr finished sixth overall,
followed closely behind by
fellow senior Ry:an Miller. who
ran a 19:46.49 to place 10th.

Seniors Paul Gong. Ryan Greer
and Darnell rounded out Murray's top five.
While the boys will return
to Kentucky Horse Park as a
team, the Lady Tigers fell short.
falling to fourth. one spot shy
of the top three finish needed to qualify for the girls race.
But it wasn't all bad news
for the girls, as Murray will
send four runners to state as
individuals, beginning with
seventh-grader Kenzley Sparks.
who finished second overall.
just four seconds out of first
place.
•See TIGERS. to
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•Racers
From Page 9
Tara Isbell tallied tour SAY eS in the first
stanza as she kept the Golden Eagles off the
board and helped the Racers go into the locker room ahead 3-0 at the half
After posting five shots in the first half,
TTU got off six more in the second stanza.
Isbell and her backline once again kept the
Golden Eagles front putting anything in the
net. Rachel Wright gave the Racers a 4-0
advantage in the 74th minute as McMurray
tallied her second Assist of the match when
she sent a cross over to Venght
Isbell ended the match with eight saves,
while posting her third consecutive shutout.

AI NZIX

"We are excited to bring the trophy back
to Murray and for our first NCAA appearance.' said Acreman.
Ashley Fraser, Audrey Wilson, Isbell and
Sophie Hargreaves weie named to the All-Tournament Team with Hargreaves earning Tournament MVP honors.
The 4-0 margin of victory is the largest in
OVC Socaer Championship history.
The Racers will find out who they will face
in the NCAA Tournament when the NCAA
Selection Show is aired live on ESPNews
tonight at 7 p.m
A reception open to the
public in support of Murray State soecer will
be held at Nick's Family Sports Pub beginning
at 6 p.m. tonight

Haverstock Insurance Agency
AlObOdy .0ao - por rr!e-Cf vow .1: • r( ).
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Calloway County's Taylor
Futrell led Calloway County back to the state meet
at the Class AA regional
Saturday at Logan County. Futrell finished sixth
overall and ran the course
In 22:27.39.

From Paps 9

•MSU
Frcrn Page 9
minated in a Kienan Cullen field
goal.
Lane is now the all-time
sacks leader after bringing
Austin Peay quarterback lake
Ryan later in the fourth quarter.
Three plays later, he notched
his ftrst interception, picking
off a Ryan pass tipped at the
line of scrimmage. then taking it 21 yards for the first
touchdown of his career.
The score gave the Racers
a 27-10 lead and. with just
3:22 remaining, all but sealed
the victory.
"I think Mark Oliver tipped
that ball to me, so I had a
pretty easy time catching it...
the All-America defensive end
said. "As you could see from
my celebration. I didn't know
what to do when I scored, but
I'll take the touchdown."
Lane might not have earned
any style points with his postscore shenanieans, hut the Racers earned a few by sconng
17 fourth-quarter points to break
a 10-10 tie at the end of the
third.
Cullen booted his second
field goal of the day to give
Murray State its first lead of
the day, then Townsel returned
an Austin Peay punt 56 yards
to set up a three-yard Charlie
Jordan touchdown nin.
But the day will be remembered most for Broclunan's perforrnance.
He distributed the football
to five different receivers and
threw the first touchdown pass
of his college career late in
the first half, hitting Prince
Nwagbara over the middle for
a 25-yard score.
Nwagbara did most of the
work on the play., making several cuts to find his way to a
momentum-shifting score that
cut the deficit to 10-7.
Brockman's day started off
on the rough side after he
threw two incompletions and
barely avoided a sack on his
:first drive.
But he calmed down on the

TOMMY DR.UkR0 / Ledger & Times

Marcus Harris absorbs a hit from Austin Peay's Tremayne
Townsend alter catching
pass neer the home sideline. Harris was Murray Stata's leading receiver, catching six passes for 84 yards.
Racers• second drive, completing his first pass to Townsel
for a first down.
"The media timeout kind of
helped after we stopped them
defen.se." Bmckman
twke
said, "We had to stop and sit
In the huddle for about a minute
or two, so they gct me calmed
down a little and got the nerve::
shook."
Head aoach Man Griffin said
he was pleased with Brockmart's
poise, especially with his ability to step up in the pocket
and sort through his progressions.
"7"he touchdown pass was
to his fifth read, the fifth guy,"
Griffin said. "I don't know if
I did that in three years starting.
"He keeps the ball at a great
launch point, keeps his eyes
downfield and he steps up. He
doesn't leave the protection. You
make the fat guys up front
awful happy when you step
up."
Griffin said he planned to
add several quarterbacks to his
roster in January, meaning
Bmckman is by no means the

de facto starter beyond the next
two games.
But the experience he
receives could give him the
upper hand. aaid Griffin.
"I truly felt he would give
us the best opportunity to win
today," the fourth-year coach
said "...But we're never going
io get !eft like this again ati
quarterback), I want to have
three guys that I don't care
which one plays, we're productive on offense.
"With these three starts, he
gets an opportunity to maybe
get a leg up, but it doesn't
matter what you did yesterday.
You•ve got to do the same
thing today if you want to
keep your job."
But for now, it's Brockman's team. And his team
wouldn't have it any other way.
"Nothing but confidence in
him," Townsel said. ''We know
he's a great player. Shoot, last
year we went to his high school
games to see him play. so we
know what he can do on the
field. les good to see the coaches give him the opportunity."
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•Lakers
TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
Murray State freshman safety !yen Jessup attempts to he up Austin Peay quarterback Jake Ryan. Ryan escaped on the play, but the Racers got the last laugh.

mi
r

The Laker boys weren't as
fortunate. falling out of the top
four and missing out on a team
state bid by just five points to
Hopkins County Central. which
slid into the fourth spot.
Junior standout Ryan Thurman will still be malting the
trip as an individual, however.
Coming into the regional
race as the favorite to bring
home an individual championship. Thurman suffered a
cramp around the mile-and-ahalf mark and began to slow,
allowing Webster County's Jon
Ashby to slip into the top spot.
Thurman still managed a time
of 17:47.64, good enough for
second place. but as his day
went, the rest of the Lakers went.
He was the only Laker runner to finish in the top 20 on
a day in which everything
seemed to work against Calloway.
"I can't put my, finger- on
it.- Jared said. "No matter what
you do, you never expect everyone to have a bad race on the
same day. Ryan had a terrific
race just to hold on to second.
It was iust one of thoae days."
Jared said he'll back off
training ahead of next week's
state meet. The girls team will
consist of the top five in addition to haitlyn Cory and Erica
Berhow.
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
PA
PF
6 2 0 750
Dallas
5 3 0 f325
Philadelphia
N Y Giants
5 0 0 556
Washington
2 6 0 250
South
W
L T Pet
Nen Orleans
8 0 0 1 000
A tents
5 3 0 625
Ca reline
3 5 0 375
Ta mos Ba y
1
7 0 125
North
W
L T Pct
Mtnnesota
7
1 0 875
Green Bay
4 4 0 500
PF
Denver

4
1

4
7

0 500
0 125

West
W
5
3
3
1

L
3
5
5
7

T Pet
0 625
0 375
0 375
0 125

Chicago
Detroit

Arizona
San Francisco
Seattle
SI Louis

Sunday's Game'
Arizona 41 Chicago 21
Atlanta 31 Washington 17
New England 27 11.41aTi 17
Indianapolis 20. Houston 17
Cincorinst, 1 7. Battimor• 7
Tampa Bay 38 Gruen Bay 28
Jacksonville 24. rAnises Crty 21
Seattle 32. Detroit 20
New Orleans 30. Carolina 20
San Diego 2/, N v Gents 20
Tennessee 34. San Francisco 27
Dallas 20 Philadalphi• 16
Jima Oakland
Open Buffalo N
Minnesota, St Louis, Cleveland
Motxtey's Dome
Pittsburgh at Denv41( /AO p rn
Thursday's Oesitee
Chicago at Sar FranctSco 7 2() p rn
Sunday. Nov. 18
Buffalo at Tennessee, noon
Denver at Washington. noon
Tampa Bay at Miami. noon
Jacksonvile at N Y Jets. noon
Crocinnatt at PAtsourgh, noon
New Orleans at St Louis noon
Ailanta at Carolina. noon
Detroit at Minnesota, noon
Kansas City at Oakland. 305 p.m.
Dallas at Green Bay. 3 15 pm
Philactelptnia at San Dego 3 15 p m
Seattle at AnzOna 3 15 p m
New England at Indianapolis 7 20
pm
Open N Y Giants Housl,x1
Monday, Nov. 18
Baltimo,e at Cktveland. 7 30 p rn

•Tigers
From Page 9
Sparks. who started the season on the junior varsity team,
got stronger as the race went
on arid overtook several runners slotted to finish ahead of
her.
She had a chance to catch
eventual winner Amber Genscal
of Dawson Springs during a
final uphill sprint. but came
up just short.
"We talked about how going
into the (high) wind would make
it hard," Sparks said. "1 tried
to run behind people with sim-

ilar paces. and I think that
gave me more energy at the
end."
Senior Chloe Zimmerer fine
ished 17th overall, while sene
ior Selina LaJeret was 2Ist and:
junior Kim Jones was 22ncle
All four will run at state.
"Key members on both team
were sick and we weren't able.
to place as well because of that..".
head coach Elaine Kight said.
"I'm glad the boys were able
to pull through and I wish
things would have worked out
for the girls as well."
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CENTER
Do You Qualify
For Diabetic
Footwear Benefits?
1.1 you have Medicare
Part B and Supplemental
Insurance you may be
eligible for
DIABETIC SHOES
AT LITFLE OR
NO COST TO YOU.

Callfor
Information
1100153•8055,
STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CUTER

"Sound Solutions jor Lije
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210 South 12th Street• Murray,KY
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